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JCU hosts JUSTICE VP candidate defends actions Opponent also faces controversy following party 
Anton Zuiker 
1 Editor-in-chief 
A birth will take place on 
campus this weekend. 
Beginning today. 107 student 
delegates from 20 of the 28 
American Jesuit colleges and 
universities will gather to give 
life to an organization aimed at 
uniting all Jesuit university-
educated students. This ftrst na-
tional convention of Jesuit Uni-
versity Students Concerned With 
Empowerment (JUSTICE), a 
group begun by the JCU Student 
Union, will be hosted by John 
Carroll University. 
"It seems natural that schools 
be ideologically aligned; it only 
makes sense for students to do 
the same," said Elmer Abbo, 
convention director. 
"Other schools have thought 
about such a national group, but 
have never done anything. 
They're excited that now it is 
becoming a reality," said Abbo. 
The 107 lklcgares waH •neet 
to draft a JUSTICE constitution, 
empower a governing body and 
set a national agenda. 
"The purpose of the conven-
tion is to try and fonn a working 
framework and basic structure 
for the organi7..ation so that more 
pertinent issues may be dealt with 
later on," said senior Joe StoLtner, 
a JCU delegate. 
Tomorrow behind closed 
doors the delegates will discuss 
different ways to organize. These 
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waysincludeanationalexecutive 
board or regional governing, 
according to Abbo. 
"We [John Carroll delegation) 
are pushing to break the 28 up 
into four regions," said Kelly 
Crowe, sophomore JCU del-
egate. 
Other topics will concern 
funding and a group philosophy. 
"At the very least this will get 
lines of communication going ... 
..and get them talking about lots 
of interesting ideas," said 
Stottncr. 
AfterFriday'sdiscussion,and 
a night at the Cleveland Rats, the 
convention will turn to drafting a 
document of purposes. 
"The essential purpose [Sat-
urday) is to establish the organi-
zation with a constitution which 
will serve as a foundation on 
which the organization will op-
erate in the future," said Abbo. 
That constitution will be 
signed Sunday at noon in the 
SACC.onft>scnceF JOm,and then 
be taken back to each school to 
be ratified by the student govern-
ments of each university. 
The convention opens tonight 
withanaddressbyRev.J. Glenn 
Murray, SJ., the liturgical coor-
dinator for the National Black 
Congress. The 8:30 p.m. key-
note speech is open to the public, 
as is a discussion on the Ignatian 
nature of Jesuit universities Fri-
day at 7:00 p.m. in the Jardine 
Room. 
Chris Kazor 
News Editor 
!:1e actions of vice presiden-
tial nominee and Cllftell-t fund 
raising committee chairman Mike 
Naypauer were called into ques-
tion by ~nior class senator Jim 
Kniskern at Tuesday's Student 
Union meeting. 
"1 want to know how much 
money he made and 1 think that is 
what the student body wants to 
know, especially now that he's 
running for office," Kniskern said, 
on rumors that the committee 
bounced numerous checks. 
It was revealed at the meeting 
that when the fundraising account 
wasclosed,sixdollarsandchange 
remained. 
The bounced checks are a 
product of the 3-on-3 basketball 
tournament, an event on which 
Naypauer served as co-chairper-
son. Four of the checks cashed by 
winners bounced. 
According to Student Union 
Trca:.urer Dennis .• ~·'.ndrew, a 
large check was cashed shortly 
before the tournament that paid 
for the T-shirts given to partici-
pants in the tournament. This 
check largely drained the fund 
raising account. leaving insuffi-
cient funds to cover the prize 
winners of the tournament. 
McAndrew also pointed out that 
Naypauer's own team in the 
tournament was paid in cash. 
McAndrew said that a $20 fee had 
to be paid per bounced check. 
Furthercomplicationsarose when 
two of the winners wrote checks 
which bounced because they had 
been counting on the money from 
their winner's checks. The Stu-
dent Union also paid the additional 
fees for these students' checks. 
Naypauer defended himself by 
saying that his team was paid in 
cash, but several teams in two of 
the tournament's three divisions 
were paid in castt as well. This 
cash was on hand.from the entry 
fees teams had paid. 
Sophomore Class President 
Moe McGuinness also questioned 
the bounced checks. 
"People know where money 
went from Joe Piscopo," said 
McGuiness, "people have a right 
to know where the money Jlas 
been lost in the fund raising 
commiu.ee." 
As for the bounced checks, 
Naypauer acknowledged that the 
checks had bounced but said this 
was through no fault of his own. 
He acknow h.; i;.~d latg~. ... ~ 
written for the T-shirts and said 
that after he wrote the checks for 
the remaining winners in the 
tournament he realized that there 
would not be enough in the account 
to cover the checks. At this point 
he claims to have told McAndrew 
that money would need to be drawn 
from the SU account and put into 
the fund raising account. 
Naypauer contends that 
McAndrew never did this and as a 
result the checks bounced. 
Hearings address pass/fail option 
Shari Stieber 
News Writer 
The pass/fail option has been 
under reconsideration by the fac-
ulty since last week when open 
hearings about it were held. 
The hearings were held on Feb. 
4 and 5 by members of the faculty 
forum in order to obtain input from 
other students and faculty. Mem-
bers included Richard Aeischman, 
Paul Shick, Robert Sweeny, 
Brenda Wirkus and Dwight Olson. 
Theob~Liveofthesehearings 
was to evaluate the pass/fail op-
tion to determine if it is being used 
as a means of allowing students to 
further enrich their knowledge 
without having to worry about their 
GPA 's or merely as an excuse for 
not working to their full potential. 
Possible alternatives and sug-
gestions were raised at the meet-
ing, including not allowing the 
pass/fail option for core courses 
or for major courses. 
There were only a few students 
present due to confused commu-
nication which resulted in the 
passing of an emergency bill at the 
Feb. 4 SU meeting. 
According to Rob Wagoner, 
chairperson of the Academics 
committee, the students thought 
that decision about the pass/fail 
option was in the immediate future. 
"We thought that it was going 
to be decided upon immediately 
which is why we asked for an 
emergency bill," said Wagoner. 
"But now it's clear to me that this 
won't be changed tomorrow or 
within a week." 
Wagoner expressed great opti-
mism about the results~ the 
hearings. t:;::;i"' 
"I was very impressed with the 
way it was handled," said Wag-
oner. "Thefacultywereveryopen-
minded and honestly concerned 
withwhatthestudentshadtosay." 
David Poduska, chairperson of 
the Academics committee of the 
Faculty Forum, stated that noth-
ing has been determined yet. 
Once all considerations have 
been made, the committee will 
recommend their resolution to the 
Faculty Forum as a whole and 
then there will be a vote. 
Poduska, along with Wagoner, 
stressed the importance of students 
expressing their opinions. 
"It is very reassuring to know 
that students who show up to these 
hearings and who express their 
concerns will be heard and that 
our voice will have an impact," 
said Wagoner. 
"Any mismanagement of 
checks bouncing was due to the 
inefficiencyofDennis McAndrew 
in transferring the account to the 
SU," he said. 
Other matters about 
Naypauer's tenure as fund raising 
committee chairperson were raised 
by McAndrew. He clrums that 
Naypauer's actions in planning 
the Welcome Back Week ~ip.JO 
ihe Flats in September caused two 
of the three bars in the Flats to 
discontinue business with the 
Student Union. McAndrew said 
that Naypauer made promises to 
each bar that they would be the 
only bar doing business with 
Carroll students that day. Busi-
ness at two of the three bars was 
less than brisk and they have not 
dealt with Carroll since. 
Rumrunners, the other bar, has 
adjusted its deal so that now the 
SU docs not receive any of the 
money taken in at the door. The 
SU had received money for both 
pre-sal d m y the door. 
Naypauer refuted this, saying 
that although he did make informal 
deals with the bars, he made no 
such promises. He claimed to 
have struck separate deals with 
each bar, and although he did not 
volunteer the information that 
Carroll students would be visiting 
all three bars he says he would not 
have concealed it if it had been 
asked of him. 
"I sec nothing wrong with what 
I did," he said. 
Finally, McAndrew com-
plained about the general way that 
Naypauer handled the books and 
finances of the fund raising com-
miuce. He also said that Naypauer 
lacked supponing paperwork for 
some smaller expenses. 
"The way he handled the fi-
nancesofhiscommiueewerepoor 
and caused the Student Union to 
look bad," McAndrew said. 
Naypauer defended his man-
agement of the records of the 
committee, saying he tried to have 
paperwork whenever possible to 
reflect his expenses, but he claimed 
it was impossible to have paper-
work for all the smaller expenses. 
Naypauer had a general re-
sponse of disappointment at thjs 
questioning of his management of 
the fund raising committee. 
"It's all clear to me that there 
has been little communication," 
he said. 
See VicePresident, page 5 
/ 
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editorial 
f1rn if, fhere ~oe5 
the a/tJ.rm o.go.ml He! 
lef'J {/;p o. coin toJee 
Who turns if off. 
Ignatius: a basis for learning 
His family seals make up the seal of our university. Gesu Church on 
Miramar Ave. is named after the sacred place in Rome in which he is 
buried. These are just a few examples of how the spirit of St. Ignatius 
Loyola permeates and enriches the John Carroll experience. 
He is an important man to the history of Catholicism and university 
education. This history raises many issues. You can hear them raised 
seemingly everywhere. Certain things are expected at a Jesuit institution. 
Questions arc raised concerning the incorporation of the values oflgnatius 
into daily life. Although these concepts are familiar in name, few students 
have the knowledge to discuss them intelligently. 
The real issue, therefore, resides in our understanding of the life and 
work of the founder of the Society of Jesus. 
Meaningful dialogue on these issues is difficult without a more complete 
understanding of the topic of Jesuit ideals. 
Of course, one's understanding of Jesuit ideals is made clearer by the 
daily interaction with individuals that live according to these principles. 
They spread the spirit personally and by example. 
But, few students are familiar with Ignatius's wounding at Pamplona, his 
spiritual reenvigoration during convalescence, and his Spiritual Exercises 
that can transform a being's mind and soul. 
The wisdom of Ignatius and the Jesuit scholars that have come after him 
have left a powerful legacy of knowledge combined with spirituality. There 
is a strong sense of that heritage here at John Carroll University. But, in 
these times of secularism and mixed morality, a strong grounding in the 
history and meaningfulness of the Ignatian message is an imperative. 
We applaud the work of the Student Union and of JUSTICE on these 
issues. Additionally, we suggest that the autobiography of St. Ignatius be 
taught as part of the required RL 101 course. A study of this short, yet great 
book will provide the foundation of specific know ledge that will further the 
understanding of Jesuit ideals. 
••• 
The Carroll News wishes all involved in JUSTICE good luck. May 
the convention be a resounding success, in the Jesuit tradition. 
hits and misses 
Hit: ParliamentarianRobBuchawason 
the ball at this Tuesday's Student Union 
meeting. It was good to see someone who 
was so familiar with procedure able to 
answer senators' questions quickly. 
Miss: Juvenile behavior by groups of 
students, such as members of the Rugby 
Team, that leave their trays piled high on 
""' the tables in the cafeteria must n~ unno-
ticed. Grow up and bus !!Oar-trays. 
Newspapers must d!~a he ines 
/>-
//_ f ,.. \\ f 
t~1 ~~ ~··' , ~ 
/w 
I ~ :\ by\~~ ~an. the Uerman ~~ army killed 11 
Chris Kazor million people in 
the Holocaust An 
estimated si.x million of these were Jews, 
while the other five million represented 
people of different races, creeds, and reli-
gions. 
By now rnany of you have heard of the 
ruckus tha1 was created at The Ohio State 
University when Bradley R. Smith, a mem-
ber of the Committee on Open Debate on 
the Holocaust (CODOH), submitted an ad 
to the LAntern, OSU's student newspaper. 
The ad was originally rejected by the paper's 
Publications Committee, but the editorial 
staff made a late decision to include the ad 
in their editorial section. 
Smith's ad is one of complete and uuer 
ignorance. ln summary he claims that the 
Holocaust was a hoax, that "there was no 
German policy at any ... camps to deliber-
ately kiU the internees." 
The ad carries a very anti-Semitic slant. 
Smith claims that the Jewish people arc 
using sympl1thy-oveethe Holocaust to bet-
tcrlheirposition in the world. Smith writes: 
"It is the leader of these (Jewish) political 
and propaganda organizations who con-
tinue to work to sustain the orthodox Ho-
locaust lege-.nd and the myth of German 
monstrosity during the Second World War." 
OSU's editorial staff wrote that they 
printed the ad "as a question of news value 
and informing the public." They added that 
the decision to print the ad "was not an easy 
one. But it was the right one." 
The editors at OSU made a gross error 
byprintingitand in doing so stepped far out 
of the bounds of any realm of journalism. 
They did an admirable job of covering 
their bases. They ran an editorial claiming 
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staff to deter-
~cation. In its 
.. nditions" the 
lAnJern states that the paper cannot accept 
advertising that "violates nonnal standards 
of morality and taste or attacks an indi-
vidual race, ethnic group, religion, or sex." 
If Smith's ad was not be seen to be in 
violation of these standards, I have a difficult 
time imagining what is. As for the matter of 
"informing the public," the editors said 
"that ignoring the problem of hate-mongers 
and hat.cspeech is not the way to combat it." 
It is true that ignorance is not the way to 
cambat the problem, but granting someone 
a public forum to spew forth lies and hatred 
is hardly a step in the right direction. The 
decision to print the ad gives it the aura of 
a respectable and well educated opinion. 
The editors may feel that they have 
helped to stimulate discussion about the 
Holocaust. Any discussion they have pro-
voked, however, has been counter-pro-
ductive. People arc not arguing about the 
Holocaust, they are arguing about Smith 
and the CO DOH. The ad also comes as a 
slap in the face to anyone who lived through 
the Holocaust, or had ancestors that died in 
tt. To gl\le,eepJe ... ,.inti of~- ...... -..~ 
one Lhing, to present them with lies about a 
historical tragedy is another. 
While it was still thought that the ad was 
not going to appear in the paper, E. Gordon 
Gee, president of OSU wrote an article 
applauding the decision not to print it. Gee 
wrote that, a pernicious lie is not a point of 
view, regardless of the cloak of legitimate 
scholarship it attempts to wear." 
The decision of what to print is not an 
easy one. However, if everything was 
print worthy, newspapers would not need 
editors. Lines must be drawn. Standards 
must be set. 
Nnvs ................................... Chris Kazor, Editor 
....................... _Tara Schmidtke, Editor 
Editorial.. ... ... - .... - .... Patrick Scullin, Editor 
Forum ... ................................ Pat McGill, Editor 
............ --.-.Nora Mackin, Assistant 
World View ..................... Tom Peppard, Editor 
......... St~hanie Slanina, Assistant 
1 CAmp liS Life ...... ........... Carolyn Sen net. Editor 
.......... Meghan Gourley, Assistant 
Entertainmmt.--.. ..Mike Thomas, Editor 
......... Mike Halkovich, Assistant 
Featvrn .................... -Erin Guirlin~r, Editor 
Sports-.................................. Julie Evans,Editor 
....................... Brennan Lafferty, Assistant 
Profiks ......................... Anne Tirpak. Editor 
-·-·----........ Bonnie Watwood, Editor 
Phowgraphy .................. Brandie Saculla, Editor 
......... Outistine Hurayt. Assistant 
.. ........ ._ ...... Rob Baxter, Developer 
Crrrphlcs ........................ P.J. Hruschak. Editor 
.... - ......... Brian Ballentine, Assistant 
Copy .. - ................................ Lisa Klepac, Editor 
.. .............. --.. --........... Maria Thomas 
-·-----··-... - ... - ......... Jason Row 
............. ._ .. ___ ......... Heather Hawkins 
...................................... ..Michelle Macaluso 
......................................... - .......... Erin Ducey 
.......... - ...... _ .... , .............................. Joe Guay 
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letters to the editor 
Commencement speaker 
found unnacceptable 
To the Editor: 
I am ashamed of the administration's choice of Arch-
bishop Rembert Weakland as this spring'scommencement 
speaker. I wish 10 let it be known that he is not the choice 
of any sUJdent that participated in the commencement 
speaker process. A list was created with ten suitable possi-
bilities that had been suggested by a number of our class 
members at various events during our junior year. This 
process was started long ago. 
Archbishop Weakland was not the fiiSt or even second 
choice of the students. He was not even on the list. The fiiSt 
reason was that no one wanted him. The second reason was 
that we were asked to stick clear of religious figures 
because they would always do it in a pinch if you just 
offered them an honorary degree. Bishops are a dime a 
dozen in this country. 
Theprocessofpickingacommencementspeakershould 
be the duty of a committee consisting of junior class 
officers, parents, alumni office people, and members of the 
Jesuit community. The commencement celebration is for 
the parents as well as the students. I think they should give 
input. However, the current system allows the possibility 
of a speaker, Weakland, to be chosen by some fringe of the 
school which does not reflect the values of the students, 
their parents, or the teachings we have gained through our 
educational experience here at John Carroll. 
The current choice, Archbishop Rembert Weakland of 
Milwaukee, has good and bad qualities. The article in last 
week's Carroll News contained only the "sanitized" in-
formation released by the administration. The bishop is 
currently under scrutiny by the Vatican for confusing the 
faithful in his care. This reached a point where he was 
denied a honorary degree by the University ofFribourg in 
Switzerland. A director in an archdiocesan office quit for 
she could no longer "perpetuate the myth" that the arch-
bishop was committed 10 Catholic efforts. I feel we should 
applaud the good actions he has done, but this is offset by 
the bad aspects of his actions. I feel we are wrong 10 honor 
such a man. It is a slap in the face to the students and the 
ideals of SL Ignatius, founder of the Society of Jesus. 
Archbishop Weakland does not have my respect, nor 
does he merit iL I would support the choice of another 
speaker for our commencement 
Corey Schaal 
Secretary, Class of 1992 
To the Editor: 
I am greatly dismayed at the administration's imprudent 
choice of speaker for the spring commencement. In a time 
where the value ofh uman life is being undermined by a vile 
and aggressive death-culture, this man's waffling on the 
mauer of abortion can only bring deadly results. Although 
I believe he is well intentioned and I rejoice in the number 
of good things he has done, this gap in his respect for human 
lives is too big if even smal I ones fall through. How can we 
allow him this exalted platform in good conscience? (Some 
may be asking "who is this extremist and why is he making 
these allegations against one of our prelates?'') I present for 
your consideration the words of Archbishop Weakland 
himself. 
Speaking about a congregation he addressed for "Respect 
Life: A Liturgical Celebration," he said: "They are a 
minority, they feel rejected. They have no joy in being 
Catholic or part of a Church ... But you know what they 
really needed? A laxative. And a hug." (The New Yorker, 
July 15, 1991) 
In an interview, he said: "And I imagine that other 
stands I have taken- from ... IO what I have said about 
abortion~o not correspond with what the Vatican wants 
to put forward. 'On the abortion issue, can you as a 
Catholic, be personally against abortion, yet, as an elected 
representative or private citizen, allow abortions to be 
done?' That is a very big question for me, and, frankly, one 
for which I still don't have an answer. But I do know that 
you cannot take away a person's right to make a wrong 
decision."(Same source.) 
As an archbishop, he has the responsibility of harvest-
ing the fields by proclaiming the Good News, and that 
Good News is very clear on this issue. The Church says that 
every human being, regardless of age, is of equal worth. 
Why, then, should one have the right to kill an innocent 
brother or sister? There is no moral right and if we are 10 
treat each other as equals, there should be no "legal" right 
A sad chapter in Church his lOry has been written when 
the Jesuits begin choosing speakers based on the paranoid 
criterion of whether one is "looking over his shoulder to the 
Vatican." I once felt disappointed in not graduating with 
my fellow seniors, but today I see the work of divine 
providence. Now I am spared. 
Brian Archdeacon 
Class of 1992 
Cartoon insensitive, tasteless 
To the Editor: 
Where has your sense of compassion gone? I read and 
re-read and tried to make sense out of Tim Janchar's 
"another view" Forum cartoon on Feb. 6. Unfonunately, I 
could only make out two things: Janchar has a twisted 
sense of humor and TM Carroll News editorial staff has a 
misconstruedconceptofediiOrial responsibility.Fr.Lavelle 
has demonstrated a tremendous amount of courage by 
admitting himself into a treatment program. He could have 
taken a sabbatical or extended vacation. Instead, Fr. Mike, 
a very public figure, chose to publicly admit a need. We 
need to remember that we are a Jesuit institution. The 
values of Ignatius were completely absent from this piece 
of work. 
Joseph M. im~Ul 
Class of 1992 
To the Editor: 
I am writing in response 10 TimJanchar'scartoon which 
appeared in the Feb. 6 issueofTM CN portraying President 
Lavelle moving into Millor Hall, which has an alcohol free 
floor. 
I do not deny Janchar's right to express his opinion, 
however, I am concerned that such an opinion is presented 
in a public forum to which others do not have the same 
access. Specifically, I am concerned by the lack of sensi-
tivity displayed concerning the very real plight of fellow 
human beings as well as by the blatant lack of understanding 
that an addiction is considered a medical illness. Coping 
with an addiction does entail altering one's environment 
and lifestyle; this process is not one for which anyone 
(including the president of a University} should be em-
barrassed about or apologize for. Should we look forward 
to cartoons lampooning lung cancer or AIDS victims? 
Once again, I support Janchar' s freedom to express his 
views, though I question whether such opinions should 
appear anywhere in The CN but the Editorial page. 
Dale E. Williams, Ph.D. 
Assistant Professor of Psychology 
£djtor's Note: TM Forum pages are a space of free 
expression oft he opinions of all JCU commWiity members. 
Why do they vote but we can't? 
To the Editor: 
As I read last week's Carroll News. two particular ar-
ticles caught my auention. First was one concerning the 
failure to pass the parking referendum, and second was the 
article concerning the recent increase in tuition. 
· I found it ironic thatOur tuition is being increased so that 
the faculty may receive the raises they "deserve," but yet 
they could not pass a bill to pay $100 so that the student 
body and the university could better itself. Next year we 
will by paying over $15,000 for our education. Is $100 too 
much to ask for? We had no vote in our tuition increase, and 
if the teachers that voted against this referendum think 
$100 IS a lol, I'll give them 15,000 reasons that it's not 
Matthew R. Cox 
Class of 1995 
SU pay needs student input 
To the Editor: 
I would like to give my support 10 The Carroll News 
editorial appearing in last week's issue calling for a ref-
erendum 10 decide the issue of Student Union executive 
officer compensation. A decision of this magnitude requires 
the input of the student body. 
It seems 10 me that the SU has lost sight of some of their 
responsibiliues and obligations to the general student body, 
and have alienated a great number of students. 
1 think this bill calling for compensation for the SU 
officers is out of line. The reasoning that since officers will 
no longer be able to hold RA positions equates the two roles 
as jobs. The position of executive officer has traditionally 
been a volunteer pos1tion with those willing to give their 
time running for office. At a school this size, I question the 
need to change this volunteer policy, especially since the 
other facets of our community adhere 10 the volunteer code 
of participation. As a Division III school, many athletes are 
participating in sports and sacrificing other opportunities 
without monewy compensation. I think before the SU asks 
for compensation for a job well done, maybe their fiiSt 
priority should be trying to conduct their business in a 
manner which the students would deem as a job well done. 
I am not trying 10 rehash the negative aspects of the Joe 
Piscopo concert, but this event illustrates much of the 
problems existing in the SU. As a result of poor planning, 
the SU incurred a great loss of money. but still viewed the 
eve.DLai a£Uecc&a poiDI iqa OU1 &haul ;a QOl a l>usmess, and 
success cannol be judged merely by the JX'Qfit margin. 
However. the large discrepancy between the expected 
costs and the actual costs not only reflects the fiScal 
irresponsibility of the SU, but also subjects the student 
body to bear the costs of the SU's mistakes in the form of 
higher prices for SU activities, such as the Christmas 
Formal. 
The student body witnessed the apparent disunion of 
this group as articles such as "Debate Reveals SU Power 
Struggle," appeared in TM CN's Oct 31 issue, and "Sena-
UY Pleads Guilty to Slander," in TM CN's Nov. 2I issue. 
These articles do not put the SU and its conduct in very 
good light to the student body. These articles speak of the 
disunity among the members which seems vindictive and 
destructive, rather than appearing as a unified group of 
students working together constructively to accomplish an 
agenda. 
Therefore, I hope the SU will open this discussion to the 
student body in the form of a referendum. 
Kathleen M. Lynch 
Class of I 992 
CN praised for advances 
To the Editor: 
Anton Zuiker, his predecessor Elmer Abbo, and their 
hard-working staffs are wholeheartedly to be congratu-
lated for the quality of TM Ca"o/1 News these past two 
years. Occasional human foibles aside, the breadth of the 
issues raised and of the news covered, the quality of the 
writing and editing, and the general lOne of the paper as a 
whole are a real credit to John Carroll. It was not too many 
years ago that The Carroll News was a public embarrass-
ment for the University. Not so today. Please keep up the 
good work, and may your successors keep up and even 
better this tradition. 
John E. Dister, S.J. 
Asst. 10 the Academic VP for University Mission 
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Volunteer spirit moves JCU grad to Camden 
Gory Ritter '90 
Forum Writer 
I spent the weekend prior to 
Martin Luther King, Jr. Day on a 
retreat in central New Jersey with 
about 80 Jesuit volunteers from 
the Eastern United States. 
My time w~ filled with recre-
ation, talJcs, discussions, and re-
flections on the past five months 
spent as a volunteer in inner-city 
America. We discussed the diffi-
culties of community living, 
simple lifestyle, and most impor-
tantly to me, social justice. The 
weekend was great fun and pro-
vided much needed relaxation 
from the daily frustrations of life 
in inner-city America. 
As a result, I w~ not necessarily 
thriUed to reuun to Camden. You 
might recognize Camden ~ the 
city featured in the Jan. 20, 1992 
issue of Ti~ magazine, in an ar-
ticle entitled "Who Could Live 
Here?" The title well describes 
Camden, a desolate city with a 60 
percent child poverty rate. The 
city is a textbook example of so-
cial injustice. 
Camden, however, is the des-
tination that I chose when I applied 
to the Jesuit Volunteer Corps l~t 
year. As I am a product of eight 
years of Jesuit education, it is not 
surprising that I chose to enter the 
Jesuit Volunteer Corps. The sur-
prise is that my decision to do 
such work w~ not strongly af-
fected by my time at John CarroU. 
After college, in fact, I was far 
more inclined to enter the lucrative 
world of business. As a Catholic 
university, JCU should actively 
encourage its students to enter 
volunteer programs with the same 
intensity that surrounds the re-
cruibllent of our prized accounting 
majors. 
Graduates from JCU, and all 
instirutions of higher learning, are 
sent out into the world to "Make a 
Difference." Wouldn't a year or 
two spent with inner-city youth 
make ~ big of an impact ~ time 
spent with Arthur Marwick, Peat 
Andersen, or whatever the Big 
Eight/Six are called these days? 
From an individual perspec-
tive, the educational experience 
available in the volunteer world is 
unmatched. Having spent over a 
year as an accountant in the private 
sector, I can assure you that my 
experience in corporate America 
does not hold a candle to all that I 
have learned in only four months 
in theJesuit Volunteer Corps. One 
of the things I have learned, un-
forttmately ,is to be discontent with 
our flawed social system. 
Appropriate! y, one of the retreat 
activities w~ a workshop in social 
analysis. There, we discussed the 
problems faced by the urban poor 
and possible source causes and 
solutions. 
Itappearsthatthecycleofpov-
erty in this country, rather than 
being slowed, is simply gaining 
momenturn.Thedisparitybetween 
the haves and the have-nots is 
widening~ the rich get richer and 
the poor keep struggling. 
Why have those in power al-
lowed this disturbing trend to 
continue? The answer is simple: 
these are the people getting richer. 
Our politicians depend upon 
enormous contributions from 
wealthy corporations and indi-
viduals to finance their elections. 
As a result, if these same politicians 
were to increase the shrinking 
corporate tax rate to increase the 
funding for inner-city education, 
Feb. 13, 14, 15; 20, 21, 22 8:00p.m. 
Tickets: $4 in advance, sold in Atrium 
during lunch and dinner hours; $5 at door 
Marinello Little Theatre/JOHN CARROLL UNIVERSITY 
\ 
their stay in office would be a brief 
one. They would quickly be re-
placed by legislators who would 
actively work in the interest of the 
wealthy. Our system is no longer 
truly democratic, but instead it is · 
controlled by the wealthy. 
We are now paying the price 
for the 80's, a decade which we 
previously considered prosperous, 
but which is now rightly known 
for greed and an over-extended 
economy. In other words, our 
fearless leaders in government 
continued to write checks when 
there w~ no money in the bank-
and we kept voting for them. 
If it is true that those in power 
have an obligation 10 work for the 
well-being of society {and we are 
taught that it is at JCU), then it is 
time for those leaders to act re-
sponsibly. In this way, we can 
begin to affect social change. 
At JCU, we have quite an op-
porrunity. We are a factory for the 
leaders of tomorrow. We have an 
obligation, therefore, to create 
socially responsible leaders. We 
must create lawyers and politicians 
who lobby for the rights of the 
under-privileged, businesspeople 
who will create jobs in financially 
strapped cities,andjournalists who 
will raise awareness of social in-
equities. 
The Jesuit Volunteer Corps, 
and similar organizations, are 
wonderful programs which shape 
socially responsible citizens. Giv-
ing a year or two of your life for 
the good of others can create or 
enhance a foundation of values 
thatwilllastalifetime. Timespent 
volunteering certainly opens our 
mind totheothersideof America, 
which many of us in University 
Heights, Grosse Point. or Cherry 
Hill, might otherwise not have 
seen. 
Simply living in the "gheuo" 
is a learning experience that can-
not be replicated in the cl~sroom. 
My work in Camden is absolutely 
the most fulfilling thing that I have 
done in my entire life. 
Every graduate from John Car-
roll University has been given the 
gift of an education and has an 
obligation to use this gift for the 
betterment of humankind. Service 
is an invaluable part of Christian 
education and should, therefore, 
be a mandatory part of the John 
Carroll curriculum. 
In the meantime, students, 
while we are waiting for the ad-
ministration to get its act together 
and create a mandatory service 
element, let's take the initiative 
and give up a year or two for those 
far less privileged than any of us. 
Hesitate no longer, graduates, and 
embark upQP a l&foloaa ~ 
that will "Make a Difference." 
Gary Ritter is currently work-
ing for the JVC in Camden, NJ 
and is a 1990 graduate of JCU. 
another view Tim Janchar 
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Commuters address 
concerns during forum 
Elizabeth McDonald 
News Writer 
The fmt Commuter Forum 
was held last Monday, Feb. 10, in 
the Jardine Room,forthepurpose 
of establishing some form of an 
organization that would act as a 
voice for the commuter students 
at John Carroll University. 
''We, in the Student Union, 
recognized the need for a vehicle 
for commuters to get involved in 
student activities," said Freshman 
Class President Phil Kangas. 
The forum was coordinated 
by Kangas, a commuter himself, 
and sophomore Brian Dirk. an 
off-campus senator. It began with 
a discussion of opinions, ques-
tions, and complaints about the 
problems that commuter students 
encounter. Suggestions about 
how to deal with such problems 
wereofferedbyKangasandDirlc. 
Inaddition,JarnesLavin, vice-
president of student affairs, and 
Lisa Heckman, director of student 
activities, attended the forum. 
The parlcing problem and the 
proposed increased parking fee 
were addressed ftrst. Ideas such 
as the Ride Share Program, the 
shuttle from May Company. or a 
Vice president 
continued from page 1 
Adams faces controversy 
Naypauer's vice-presidential 
opponent Luke Adams also faced 
some controversy this past week. 
Adams was a resident of the al-
cohol-free third floor of Mitior 
Hall and had signed the necessary 
conLract at the beginning of the 
school year which outlined the 
conditions of this floor. 
Last week there was a party 
involvingalcoholonthemalewing 
of the third floor, which is a vio-
lation of this contract. According 
to Mary Mahoney, the resident 
hall director, floormemberscarne 
to a resident staff member, indi-
cating that Adam • sroom had been 
the site of the party. 
rebate on the fee for commuters 
were discussed. 
"The plans for the garage are 
temporarily on hold, and if the 
garage doesn't go up, its not cer-
lain the parking fee will," said 
Lavin. 
The feeling that commuters 
feel uninfonned about campus 
activities was also addressed. 
"When you're on campus, if 
you have a question, check with 
the Student Union or the Dean of 
Students Office, because you are 
entitled to an answer," said 
Heckman. 
Kangas and Dirk then dis-
cussed the possibility of forming 
a commuter organization. Sug-
gestions for the group's activi-
ties included compiling and dis-
tributing a newsletter, decorat-
ing their various bulletin boards, 
and possibly planning some off-
campus events for commuters. 
According to Kangas, there 
will definitely be other commuter 
forums in the future due to the 
success of this one. 
"I was impressed by both the 
quantity and the quality of the 
output we received," said 
Kangas. 
Following the pre-established 
procedure, the entire floor had a 
meeting to decide the sanctions 
for this violation. Together, they 
agreed that the entire floor is on 
warning with the understanding 
that future violations will result in 
a more serious sanction. 
"This is the first time students 
were empowered with this type of 
decision, since no alcohol-related 
activities have occurred on this 
floor yet," said Mahoney. "They 
did a great job." 
Nospecil1csanctionshavebeen 
directed at Adams or his room-
mate. 
"It was not my idea," said 
Adams. "But it couldn't be done 
without me." 
Adamshasmovedoffthefloor, 
although he claimed it had noth-
ing to do with this incident. 
WANTED: 
Responsible JCU Student 
to babysit for a few hours a week. 
Home less than 1 mile away 
7.50/hr. 
Call 381-3759 
Ask for Bob or Aggie or 
Leave a message 
NEWS Page 5 
RA's still able to hold office 
Tara Schmidtke 
News Edtor 
A referendum dealing with the 
possibility of providing monetary 
compensation for executive of-
ficers wasdiscussedat the Feb. 11 
Student Union meeting. 
Joe Cimperman, president of 
SU, proposed a referendum at the 
Feb. 4 meeting calling for the need 
to present executive officers with 
a $1000 stipend. One reason for 
this request was the stipulation 
that resident assistant were no 
longer permitted to become ex-
ecutive officers. The bill was 
tabled for this week's meeting. 
At this week's meeting, Lisa 
Heckman, director of student af-
fairs, announced that the stipula-
tion regarding the simultaneous 
holding of a resident assistant 
position with an executive officer 
position has been rescinded. In a 
meeting between Donna Byrnes, 
director of Residence Life, James 
Lavin, vice president of student 
affairs, Joe Farrell, dean of students 
and Heckman, it was decided that 
for the 1992 elections, the secre-
tary and treasurer could also be 
resident assistants. Next year, all 
executive positions, as well as the 
editor-in-chief of The Carroll 
News, and the station manager of 
WUJC, with the only exception 
being the president of the Student 
Union, will be able to also be a 
resident assistant. 
"Rather than eliminate people 
right of the bat, we want to be able 
to give them an opportunity," said 
Heckman. "There's no guarantee 
that people will be elected or they 
will be selected to be an RA, but 
they should be given the chance." 
The only reason that the vice 
president and chief justice are not 
permitted to be resident assistants 
in 1992 is that the nominations for 
these offices had already been 
closed prior to this decision. 
With the removal of this 
stipulation, Cimperman still pro-
posed that the referendum be 
considered, stating that the RA 
situation was not the sole reason 
for the scholarship. 
In order to put this referendum 
on the election ballot, the SU needs 
800 signatures from the student 
body (25%), which is in accor-
dance with Article XVII of the 
Student Union Handbook. 
"In order to be a valid petition, 
the signatures of twenty-five per-
cent (25) of all undergraduate stu-
dents at John Carroll University 
must be present on the petition 
sheets," states the Handbook. 
Two votes were then held by 
the senate, one to determine if the 
Senate supported the idea of the 
bill and the other to determine if 
the senators were willing to ap-
proach the student body and obtain 
the necessary signatures. 
It was also suggested that if an 
executive officer is a resident as-
sistant, he or she will not be entitled 
to receive the scholarship. Offic-
ers will also have the option of 
refusing this scholarship. 
Election update 
Election nominees for all ex-
ecutive positions closed at this 
weeks SU meeting. 
Next week the SU senate will 
vote for secretary and treasurer. 
Freshman Phil Kangas, junior 
Michelle Goldbach and sopho-
more Diana Hartman were nomi-
nated for secretary. Juniors 
Monica Coreman and Julie Roddy 
were nominated for treasurer. 
General elections for President, 
vice president and chief justice 
will begin next Monday. 
15¢ Wings Tuesday & Thursday after 7 p.m. 
Happy Hour Monday - Friday 4 pm. - 7 p.m. 
Full Menu available 'til 1 a.m. on Friday & Saturday 
LIVE MUSIC 
Tomorrow: Buff & The Hooters 
Saturday: Bag Daddy Blues Project 
2151 Lee Road, Cleveland Heights 
CORNER OF CEDAR AND LEE 
397-1478 
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JCU Senior remembers Tiananmen Square 
C ails f~r U.S. support of private business to encourage reforms 
Stephanie Slanina policy that would be beneficial to China." said. "I would go at night and my friends 
would go during the day." 
who went to prison, and she k:nows others 
who couldn't go back: to school. "It was 
really hard to write because we'd go to 
Tiananmen three or four times a day for 
almost two months. It was impossible to 
remember everyone you went with and 
where," He said. 
AWtont World VIew Editor 
John Carroll Univezsity senior Emily 
He (hay) probably knows more about the 
political and economic system of her coun-
try than most American students know about 
the United States. 
The Tiananmen Square incident started 
on April 15, 1989 as a demonstration 
mourning the death of Hu Y aobang, the 
reformist Communist party leader. 
After the demonstrations there was a 
hunger strike that lasted 10 to 13 days. "I 
didn't see any point in harming myself 
because that wouldn't help anything." According to He, people went to the 
square for different reasons. The students A sit-in started after people were taken 
to the hospital because of the hunger strike. Aboutl4 months ago, [Emily) He came 
to the United States from Beijing, China. In 
Beijing, she was an English major at the 
Normal College of Foreign Languages 
which used to be a part of the Beijing 
Language Institute. 
"My friend Vanessa said I should study 
here because my English was good," He 
said. Vanessa introduced He to the Mason 
family, where she now lives. 'They are nice 
people," He said. "They are teaching me a 
lot about the American culture." 
This past summer He was an intern at the 
United States, China Business CounciL "A 
lot of Chinese businessmen don't know 
how to relate to Americans and sometimes 
their English isn't very good," she said. "It 
would be interesting to be a link between 
the Americans and the Chinese, but I don't 
know if I have the personality to survive in 
the business world." Eventually she wants 
to go back: to China to teach English. 
One night the television 
said don't go to 
Tiananmen Square 
tonight. Something is 
going to happen. We 
thought everything was 
going to end with the tear 
gas and rubber bullets, 
but it didn't. 
-Emily He 
"I never felt like I was in any danger 
from the army,'' He said. "The government 
always said that the army was for the people 
and the people were for the army." 
According to He the army was unaware 
of the news. They believed they were going 
to the square for practice. "The army was 
stopped on the boundary of the square by 
the people," He said. 'The older people told 
the soldiers that the students were doing 
something for the country. Some of the 
soldiers staned crying and turned around." 
"One night the television said don't go 
to Tiananmen Square tonight Something is 
going to happen. We thought everything 
was going to end with the tear gas and 
rubber bullets, but it didn't," He said. 
"I was very disillusioned after the inci-
dent,'' He said. "During the uprising every-
one came together to influence the media 
and the government, but after it was over 
the young people wanted to go abroad and 
the intellectuals were leaving." 
Dcspitethis,Heisoptimistic. She doesn't 
expect change to come from the top. "10 
years ago with the Open Door Policy, the 
economy rose but the political system didn't 
change. China can't survive with a gap 
between the economic system and the po-
litical system." 
He believes that if the United States and 
other countries continue to do business 
with China to help private businesses break 
away and become self sufficient, eventually 
the political system will collapse. "I see 
hope in China," He said. "The world is 
changing and the Chinese people are be-
ginning to question things. The idea of 
democracy and human rights is beautiful." 
were idealistic and wanted democracy, in-
flation was unreasonable, there was cor-
ruption in the government, and intellectu-
als were not earning as much as taxi drivers 
and peddlers. 
Right now He is content where she is. "I 
think: I can be more hcl p to China outside of 
the counuy," she said ... 1 can influence 
At first there were demonstrations, but 
the students still went to class. Ittook He40 
minutes to get to Tiananmen Square by 
bicycle, but she went three or four times a 
day ... My friends and 1 would rotate," she 
According to He, for a month after the 
uprising, students had to write a reflection 
about what they did during the incident, 
how many times they went to the square, 
and who they went with. "Mine was 40 
pages,'' He said. "If you didn't pass, you 
couldn't go to class." He knows five people 
For most people the idea of Tiananrnen 
Square ended on June 4, 1989, but for 
Emily He it is just beginaitlg. 
CuHer explains reforms 
in Chinese economy 
Elizabeth Raffaele 
World VIew Writer 
Curtis Cutter, president of lnterworld Consultants Inc. and of 
ChinaMetrilc believes economic reform was a force that drove 
students to demonstrate for political freedoms in China. 
Thursday,February 13intheJardineRoomat8:00p.m.,Cutter 
will lecture on the economic conditions of China as these reforms 
have been developing. 
Cutter explained that the economic structure of China has been 
altered since the early 1980s. The reforms were directed towards 
the majority of the population, who are farmers. 
According to Cutter, the farmers could sell their surplus goods 
on the free market, after they had achieved a quota Although the 
farmezs lacked an official title, the use of the land was theirs for a 
lifetime. 
Private property was introduced through these changes in the 
system. Cutter points out that unlike Russia, there is great produc-
tivity and an abundance of goods in China. As prices grew, the 
people living in the major cities felt economic pressure. This 
pressure contributed to the dissatisfaction with political policies. 
1be "liberalization" of the economy gave way to unrest towards 
political restraints. 
Cutter believes the revolt was conquered so brutally because of 
fear. The Chinese government feared that the instability that had 
occurred in Russia could occur in China Cutter explained that 
even though many offiCials throughout the world thought the 
violence was unnecessary it would have been a mistake to halt 
further relations with China. 
Finally, Cutter said that if America wants to promote democ-
racy in the region, it must support the economic reforms. He said 
that "more economic exchange between the United States and 
China safeguards against China's return to onhodox Marxism." 
Ukraine blocks accord on unity 
Michael Parks 
C 199l.los Angeles Times 
MOSCOW- Fissures within 
the Commonwealth of Indepen-
dent States deepened when 
Ukraine, apparently fearing re-
newed Russian domination, 
blocked agreement on economic 
unity in a move that could bring 
the group's collapse as the suc-
cessor to the Soviet Union. 
Ukrainian representatives re-
fused to sign a series of key 
agreements that would preserve 
old Soviet trade links, prevent state 
enterprises from using their mo-
nopolies to drive up prices and 
maintain a common marlcetamong 
the Commonwealth's 11 mem-
bers. 
The Ukrainians also rejected a 
system of centralized imports re-
garded by other members as es-
sential in the current economic 
crisis, and they refused to accept 
Russia as the Soviet Union's legal 
successor in the payment of its 
foreign debts. 
Ukraine even blocked agree-
ment on the tariff-free transit of 
goods across commonwealth 
states, proposing instead to tax 
such traffic and thus profit from 
its contrOl of the the best southern 
ports as well as rai I links to West-
em Europe. 
The meeting of the 
Commonwealth's heads of gov-
ernment also failed to agree on 
how its armed forces will be fi-
nanced - another point of con-
troversy between Russia and 
Ukraine, which have been feuding 
over ownership of the old Soviet 
navy. 
The failure to agree on these 
basic measures put in doubt the 
future of the Russian economic 
reforms for they are based, in large 
part, on open trade among the 
member states. 
"We are failing to take steps to 
preserve the new Commonwealth 
that we have founded," 
Vyacheslav Kebich, the 
Belarussian prime minister, said 
angrily after the day long meeting, 
warning that his country and other 
fonner Soviet republics now face 
"economic paralysis and a halt in 
production." 
Ukraine, in a further escalation 
of its tense, "don't-push-me" re-
lationship with Russia, had all but 
boycotted the meeting. 
Ukrainian Prime Minister 
Vitold Fokin explained his ab-
sence from the heads-of-govern-
ment meeting by a parliamentary 
vote of confidence he was facing 
in Kiev, but he ref used to send his 
deputy or empower his delega-
Lion, led by a deputy economics 
minister, to approve anything 
beyond the coordination of 
weather forecasts, environmen-
tal protection and energy sup-
plies. 
Gennady E. Burbulis,Russia's 
firSt deputy prime minister, who 
chaired the meeting, sought to 
minimize the divisions within the 
Commonwealth. He told a news 
conference that the 
Commonwealth's heads of state 
will likely reach agreement on 
broad economic measures when 
they meet Friday in Minsk, the 
capital of Belarus and headquar-
teJ'S of the Commonwealth. 
Burbulis predicted that several 
of the economic agreements 
would be signed even before the 
Minsk meeting after the Ukrai-
nian government has reviewed 
them and that other issues would 
be resolved at the 
Commonwealth'snextheads-of-
govemment session in March. 
Ukraine's virtual boycott 
stemmed as much, however, from 
its dispute with Russia over the 
future of the Soviet navy's pow-
erful Blaclc Sea Fleet, which both 
Moscow and Kiev claim, and the 
status of the Crimean Peninsula 
as from its differences with Russia 
over economic policies. 
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German investment tops America's NEWS 
QUIZ 
Mary Battiato 
e 1992. The Washington Post 
PRAGUE - As Czechoslo-
vakia's point man for foreign 
investment, Zdenek Drabek 
keeps three big envelopes on his 
desk at the Economics Ministry 
here. One holds the business 
cards of potential Gennan in-
vestors. Two hold those of vis-
iting Americans. 
The American envelopes are 
stuffed with cards, even though 
U.S. investment here lags far be-
hind that of the Gennans. The 
Gennan envelope, paradoxically, 
is nearly empty. 
"The Gennans almost never 
come to see me," Drabek said. 
''They know they can make deals 
by going direclly to the factories. 
But the Americans think they 
have to come here first. They 
come and say, 'Where should I 
invest? Who should I see?"' 
Germany and Austria together 
account for more than 60 percent 
of the total number of deals made 
and 80 percent of foreign capital 
invested, according to the 
Czechoslovak foreign trade of-
fice. 
Meanwhile, American in-
vestment. which Czechoslovakia 
had expected would play a major 
role here, ttails that not only of 
Gennany and Austria but Swit-
zerland and France as well, 
Drabek said. 
"Americans often find it more 
difficuJt to do business here," said 
Alex Seippel, an American in-
vestment banker who represents 
BankersTrustinPrague. ''They're 
not sure they're welcome. They 
secretly suspect the Czechs would 
rather have the Germans as part-
ners. They're put off by the lack 
of laws." 
While most diplomatic ob-
servers view Germany's growing 
economic clout here as benign 
and inevitable, Czechoslovak 
politicians lately have begun 
openly to express misgivings. 
Even as most Czechoslovaks 
welcome Gennan capital and 
know-how as a source of jobs and 
future prosperity, the rise of the 
German mark and the parade of 
confident Gennan executives in 
Prague's best restaurants and ho-
tels stirs old anxieties and painful 
memories of bow Germany's 
economic preeminence through-
out the region between the world 
wars was followed by Nazi ag-
gression. 
Nationalist politicians here 
now complain openly about a 
Gennan "economicanschluss," or 
annexation. Lately there has been 
talk in the federal parliament of 
erecting barriers to slow Gennan 
investment. 
That means Gennan Daimler-
Benz's bid to take over 
Czechoslovakia's two big truek 
manufacturing companies will be 
assessed for political as well as 
econom1c considerations, al-
though many analysts say the 
Daimler-Benz deal is better for 
Czechoslovakia than a competing 
bid by French car maker Renault. 
In fact, the Germans never left 
Gennan company representatives 
traveled in and out of Czechoslo-
vakia throughout the Communist 
years. "They were dealing with 
our factories for the last40 years. 
Even if they weren't doing busi-
ness, they were coming and going 
and talking." 
While deals are struck at the 
factory level, any proposal in-
volving foreign capital also must 
makeiL<;way throughatleastthree 
layers of bureaucracy: the federal 
government, the Czech republic, 
and the new Economic Council of 
the Czech republic. It is a maze 
that favors Gennan and other 
companies with Prague offices 
that predate the 1989 revolution. 
'"The bottom line," Drabek said, 
"is the Gennans have a natural 
advantage here, and they are bet-
ter infonned. ... The American 
ignorance about this part of the 
world is very visible." 
"The: typical American busi-
nessman comes here a bit like an 
Americ.an tourist," said Seippel. 
"He says, 'I'd like to do a deal 
here, but Idon'tknow who to talk 
to, I don't know anyone.' 
Haiti's army unmatched in terror 
Kenneth Freed 
e 1992. Los Angeles lines 
PORT AU PRINCE, Haiti-It 
can't march, its unifonns don't 
match, its band doesn't play in 
tune, its leaders are at each others' 
throats and its commander is so 
splay-footed he appears to walk in 
three directions at once. But if the 
Haitian army doesn't seem very 
military, it can steal, terrorize and 
above all it can kill. 
And for all its Tinker Toy ap-
pearance it is the most powerful 
force in Haitian life, the success-
fuldefierofevery American effort 
and tactic to bring the country 
under control and return it to ci-
vilian rule. 
This collection of what some 
foreign officials have called 7,000 
"thugs" has fooled, outmaneu-
vered and frustrated the United 
States throughout the crisis initi-
ated with the Haitian military's 
Sept 30overthrowofthecountry's 
ftrstfreely elected president. Jean-
Bertrand Aristide. 
Human rights groups blame the 
army for most of the 1,500 violent 
deaths that have occurred here 
since the coup. 
"All the political solutions for 
solving Haiti's problems are ir-
relevant because of the army," 
according to one military expert. 
''The army does not want and will 
notpermitAristide to return," said 
Haitian political economist Leslie 
Delatour. 
ThepositionhasleftU.S.policy 
toward Haiti a shambles and the 
army in total control of the coun-
try in spite of overwhelming public 
opposition, near total international 
isolation and resulting economic 
ruin. 
The Haitian army's dominance 
and its refusal to play a construc-
tive role also has brought into 
question a basic assumption of 
U.S. foreign policy in the region: 
that the military contains moder-
ateelements that can be persuaded 
to create a responsible, profes-
sional force in exchange for for-
eign military aid and international 
respect 
One diplomat said: "I don't 
know if the United States just 
didn't find the right people, or if 
they just don't exist. but it's clear 
to me that through either coli usion 
or coincidence, there is no one in 
Haiti • s army that can be counted 
on to solve the problems here." 
One of the ironies of the Hai-
tian situation is that the military 
itself is hardly a unified force. 
Rather it is a collection of small 
groups of shifting allegiances and 
members. 
Discipline is marginal at best, 
officers assume commands in the 
face of contrary orders, and en-
listed men haveevenstagedcoups 
and appointed their own com-
manders. 
Wlutt unifies them for the mo-
ment is a detennination to fight 
off any effort at independent po-
litical C'.OnlrOI, particularly if that 
involves left-leaning populism of 
the kind represented by Aristide. 
But, military experts say, the 
military's opposition to Aristide 
is not motivated by ideology, but 
by greed, personal ambition and 
perhaps poor morale. 
"Aristide represented a threat 
to the military's privilege, its pri-
macy over things like drugs and 
contraband," one Latin diplomat 
said. ••He fired officers and 
threatened the civilian elite who 
paid off the army." 
"The Gennans just come and 
do it They don't take it person-
ally ifthey'rekept waiting outside 
the minister's office for an hour, 
or if they do, they don't show IL 
The Americans think the Czechs 
ought to be bending over back-
wards for them." 
The Czechs soon may be do· 
ing just that. 
Drabek and many other gov-
ernment officials say the answer 
to Gennan dominance is more 
energetic encouragement of 
American investment. Prime 
Minister Marian Calfa recently 
said the government mus( make a 
fresh effort to court American 
and othernon-Gennan investors. 
Part of that effort wlll be to 
improve an irregular bidding 
process. Potential American in-
vestors often are discouraged by 
bidding rules that sh1ft according 
to the whim or appetites of indi-
vidual factory managers. 
"We have provided very clear 
rules of tender. but each enterprise 
doesititsown way,"Drabeksaid. 
'They have to learn that you do 
notchange your mind after you've 
already selected the company." 
ShirleyTempleBlack,theU.S. 
ambassador to Prague, recently 
said that with 25 large deals now 
"in lhe pipeline," she expects 
American investment here to 
reach at least$5 billion by the end 
of the decade. 
Open 'til 
4 am Fri. 
&Sat. 
l.)_has censored news-
rooms and confiSCated maga-
zines after a coup attempt 
failed last week. 
a) Haiti; b) Venezuela; 
c) Moscow; d) Algeria 
2.) Muscovites supported 
_outside the Russian Par-
liament. while pro-<:ammunist 
demonstrators renounced him 
at a rally near the Kremlin. 
a) Yeltsin; b) Gorbachev; 
c) Bush; d) Walesa 
3.) Reverend Jean-
Bertrand Aristide, Haiti's ex-
iled president, has been living 
in smce he was ousted in 
a military coup last Sep-
tember 30. 
a)Paris;b) Cara~ 
c) Havana; d) London 
4.) Patrick Ortlieb of_ 
won the gold medal in the 
Olympic downhill ski com-
petition. 
a) France; b) United States; 
c) England; d) Austria 
-1)11;2)a;3)11;4)111 
Cao!piW br. ~$laMia 
s 
10% 
JCU 
Discount 
( Sl.BS" PASTAtt SAlA[)S. FrozEN 'lmRf ) 
at Cedar Center 
• 40 Different Subs 
Hot & Cold 
• 4' Party Subs 
• Super Salads 
• Pasta Dinnet .. s 
• Frozen Yogurt 
LINDSEY'S SUBS 
321-6000 
Cedar Center • Between Pier 1 & Revco 
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Taylor discusses the ethical 'selr 
Meghan Gour1ey 
Assistant Campus Ute Ecltor 
The room was ftllcd as Dr. 
Charles Taylor. professor of phi-
losophy and political science. 
spoke on the"Ethical Dimensions 
of the Setr• on Monday, Feb. 10, 
in the New Conference Room. 
Taylor spoke at the 2nd annual 
Shula Lecrure in Philosophy. 
Taylor discussed the influence 
of society's moral issues on the 
development of the self. 
"We can look on an individual's 
ethical views, notasrightorwrong, 
but rather, as their projection of 
the world as they see it through 
University of Wisconsin 
Platteville 
+ 
Emphasis in 
Liberal Arts 
International Business 
Courses available In Spanish 
and in En&lish 
f1uenc:y in Spanish not required 
All courses approYed by the University 
Wisconsin-Platteville and validated 
on an official UW-P transcript 
$4325 per -=meuer foe WISCOnSin & 
Minnesoca residents 
$4575 per semester foe non-residents 
Costs indude 
Tuition and Fees 
Room and Board in Spanish homes 
Field nips 
All financial aid applies 
Foe further Information contac:t 
Study Abroad Progams 
308 Warner Hall 
Uni~ty o( W"ISOOOSin-Plauevillc 
1 University Plaza 
Plancvillc, WI 53818-3099 
(608) 342-1726 
those views and values," said 
Taylor. 
Taylor posed the question of 
what it actually is to be the "setr' 
in stating that moral issues are 
pboco by.8rmdic Saculla 
Professor Charles Taylor 
gave a presentation on the 
"Ethical Dimensions of the 
Self" last Monday, Feb. 10. 
something that we cannot avoid. 
The development of the self as a 
modem construction is derived 
from modem understandings of 
knowledge. According to Plato, 
an account of knowledge is based 
on the understanding of percep-
tion. 
"Knowledge of the world is 
when we build in our minds a 
correct representation of what is 
out there," said Taylor. 
Another area of Taylor's talk 
covered the activity of thinking. 
He refers to Descartes' applica-
tion of the right procedures to 
thinking. 
"The thinker has to be con-
cerned with monitoring his/her 
own thought," said Taylor. He 
continued that self examination 
develops from the modes of 
thinking wh1ch come from tradi-
tion, habits, and society. 
He concludes by defining that 
radical reflexivity entails not just 
being concerned with the self, but 
where the first person perspective 
assumes importance. That is, how 
"I" perceive myself in the situa-
tion. 
"A moral person should take 
care of the self and the soul," 
Taylor said. "The notion of my-
self eventually becomes natural." 
Taylor is a graduate of McGill 
and Oxford universities. As a 
professor of philosophy at the 
University of Montreal, and 
Chichele Professor of Social and 
Political Theory at Oxford, Tay-
lor has become an outstanding in-
ternational figure in philosophy 
and is widely published. He has 
contributed to political and philo-
sophical journals, in addition to 
photo by Brand.C S....Ua 
Greg Fronk and Kara Stoughton take a dip during the annual 
Murphy Hall Turnabout Dance last Friday, Feb. 7. 
Students gear up for 
'Battle of the Sexes' 
writing several books such as Meghan Gour1ey 
Philosophy and the Human Sci- ASSlStant Campus Ute Ecltor 
ences (1985), Negative Fahren-
heit (1985), and Sources of the What would be more appropri-
Se/f (1989). ate than to spend your Valentine's 
The Don Shula Professorship Day discussing the battle of the 
in Philosophy sponsored the lee- sexes? 
ture, which is part of an annual The Honor's Program is hold-
program of conferences and lee- ing this semester's "Sleeping Bag 
tures. Seminar" at the Carrollodge. The 
The lectures will be held topic to be discussed is gender 
throughout the year and are free equality. 
and open to the public. This seminar is the second of 
two which the Honors Program 
has sponsored this year. The topic 
of last semester's seminar was 
censorship in art and music. 
question of the week: "Who ]is your dreamValentine?" 
In an effort to provide a bal-
ance between men and women, 
the discussion will be led by 
Russell Duncan, Ph.D. of the his-
tory department, and Lauren 
Bowen of the political science de-
partment Bowenteachesacourse 
on women's positions in the gov-
ernment, and Duncan was chosen 
for his reputation of an effective 
speaker and his interest in the 
discusssion topics. 
DusUn Stuart 
Freshman 
"Mrs. Fudd." 
John Tabeml.k 
Senior 
"Someone really rich." 
DanleUe Sluga 
Freslunan 
"Anybody who would take 
me out." 
Sue Eberlus 
Junior 
"Kevin Costner." 
Torrey Olson 
Senior 
"Freud's Mother." 
Margaret Caputo 
Freshman 
"Pee Wee Herman." 
Though the seminar is only 
open to 20 honors students, the 
organizational committee did 
consider whether or not to open it 
up to all students. 
"Itisnotmeanttobeexclusive," 
said Mary Jude Detesco of the 
organizational committee. "Just 
like other clubs and commiuees 
hold activities for their own 
members, the Honors Program is 
doing the same." The Honors 
Program is based primarily on 
academics; the need to get away 
from academically oriented ac-
tivities was emphasized. 
"The purpose of the seminar is 
to bring the honors students to-
gether and talk about interesting 
topics with good resource leaders," 
said Dr. Janet Larsen, a member 
of the Honors Commiuee. 
Dctesco also said that it is not 
going to be a "male-bashing" ses-
sion, which is why it features both 
a male and female facilitator. 
Top1cs for discussion will include 
affirmative action, and the physi-
ological differences between men 
and women. 
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Candidates discuss goals, qualifications 
president 
Kevin Biacsi 
Sophomore 
Goals: 
• increase communication 
•bring JCU together as a 
family community. 
Qualifications: 
• SU senator 
• dedication in service 
Personal statement: 
"I want people to realize 
that I'm here to serve 
them. I have no personal 
agenda. I have many goals 
in mind for the school." 
Joe Parks 
Sophomore 
Goals: 
• separate legislative and 
executive branches 
•make students' voices 
heard 
Qualifications: 
• Chairperson of SU 
Housing sub-committee 
• Director,Int1. Relations 
Educations Council 
Personal Statement: 
''I'm willing to listen and 
to act on what people say 
to achieve our goals." 
an evening with 
'"COmmittee ~rr~ri~nE'P­
Personal statetMnt~ 
"1 Wl!n~ to see the CQntinw 
·uation of Ute p.rogressive 
in both the Union 
and in communication." 
Micbael Naypauer 
Jumor 
Goals: 
•refme iru.e.mal ruuctute 
of SU ;:::: :··;:;;:~< •.• 
•inform students oottlartd 
·> .. -•. 
get tbem more involved 
Qualirteations: 
•chairperson of Fund· 
raising Committee 
•wodccd with faculty 
.Persooat Stattment:-
"1 would like to wor~ 
toward establiShing benet-
public relation sal@_·:::. . . 
pul,)licity fur the un'ibrt." 
CARL ROSEN 
Saturday, February 15 
at 
8:00p.m. 
in the 
Kulas Auditorium 
-$3 without SS 
$3 with SS 
Gregory Bauer 
Sophomore 
Goals: 
•serve the student body 
with the SU constitution 
•ensure Justice and order 
at SU mceungs 
Qualifications: 
•member of Han book Re-
vision commtttee 
•SU senator 
Personal statement: 
"1 want to serve the 
student body. using the 
Constitution as a guide." 
Brian Gagnon 
Juntor 
Goals: 
•uphold theJCU constitu-
tion, promote principles 
of U.S. Constitution 
•serve JCU students 
Qualifications: 
•political impartiality 
•in-depth knowledge of 
Constutitional principles 
Personal statement: 
"Whatisnecessaryispoli-
tical impartiality , looking 
at facts and not being per-
suaded by anything else." 
, 
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JCU student shares AIDS victim's tragedy 
Meghan Gourety 
Assistant Campus Ufe Edtor 
This is not the story I had 
intended to tell. However, it is 
the story that must be heard. This 
isn't a topic you throw across the 
table, nor do you discuss it over a 
beer at a party. It can rip you 
apart, or it can make you live. It 
can fill you with ignorance, or it 
can make you live. It can kill you 
in an instant, or it can make you 
live. 
My story begins with a simple 
journalism assignment. Hun-
dreds of students have gone 
through this process, but I can't 
quite say that many come out of 
it the way I did 
I was to choose a person ·ro 
write an in--depth profile on, A 
police officer, the dean of' stu-
dents, an athlete; anyone) found 
to be interesting. ,... 
"What about someone who is 
terminally ill?" I thought to my-
self. I wanted to know what it 
would be like to live with the fear 
of dealh everyday. I wanted to 
know what it would be like to 
live with AIDS. 
Through an incredibly diffi-
cult and lengthy process. I fi-
nally met Steven, a 37 year-old 
homosexual with AIDS. 
"What a stereotypical case," I 
thought to myself. Though I 
fought so hard to avoid the ste-
reotype that a1J AIDS patients 
were gay men, the thought 
flooded my mind. 
Steven was far from stereo-
typical. 
Our interview took place on 
Oct 31, 1991. 
He was a ta!J, thin, bald man. 
Though I could tell by his appear-
ance that he was sick, he other-
wise acted completely normal. 
"Completely normal." Phrases 
like that are what build ignorance 
in our society. I had expected 
some strange oddity, an ignorant 
abnormality. Muchtomysurprise, 
he was a warm. living, breathing 
human being- no different than 
you.QC' ~ No different than you or 
I. 
'Opon my return back to cam-
~. rnymindexplodedonceagain. · 
~ It was,Halloween and everyone 
was getting ready to go out. I 
wanted to scream at the vainness 
surrounding me~ I spent the day 
Witfi a man who was barely able to 
get out of bed; Jet alone go out.:. 
How could anyone think aboue 
themselves when there are mil-· 
lions of peopl~ being .stripped ott 
their lives, little by little, day by 
day- by AIDS. 
A few days later, I sat down to 
write probably the most difficult 
thing I have ever been faced with. 
I had to profile a sick man. I had to 
profile a dying man. I had to 
profile AIDS. I had to profile 
death. I sat with a blank screen for 
days, trying to find the words that 
would do my anicleeven the most 
remote justice. As with any writer, 
I feared sounding insensitive, but 
at the same time, worried it would 
tum out to be another sap story 
about AIDS; those we are satu-
rated with everyday. 
I sat in front of my computer 
hour after hour, day after day. 
Writing rewriting, printing, revis-
ing, reprinting. Writing, rewrit-
School of Business 
Summer Study in Europe 
Leave May 18 and return June 5 
Italy, Switzerland, Germany, 
France, England 
Tour and study 
Contact Dr. Domm at 397-4419 
or Ms. Jan O'Toole at 397-4386 
3 seats still available!! 
ing, printing, revising, reprinting. Prior to the completion of the 
And on it went. When I had fi. article, Steven asked me to send 
nally come to a happy medium him the article to make any nee-
between fluff and fact, r finished. essarychangesbeforepublication. 
My peers offered approval, but it I agreed and eagerly sent him a 
just wasn't right. At least in my copy over Thanksgiving. 
mind it wasn't. I waited LOhearfrom him. And 
"Who cares if it ever gets pub- waited and waited. Soon January 
lished ?" I thought to myself. I 12arrivedandthespringsemester 
had an incredible experience and began; still no response. 
a good grade was irrelevant at this Finally one afternoon as I was 
point. ~ '~. ...... ~· . -~~. ' folding laundry, the ~hone rang:' 
Butlhadintrudedonlhisman's Liuledid I know of the devastat-
most personal life~ He told his ing news waiting at the' other end. 
story to acompletesttangerso she It was Mark. Steven's roommate. 
could tell the world, and I wasn't "I don't know if you heard or 
about to tum in even a remote not," he said, "but Steven passed 
inadequacy. Iq was going to be away about a month ago ... 
perfect, It must be perfect. What in God's name could a 
"Rip it a pan, .. I told a friend. 20-year-oldjoumalism student say 
•'Tell me every little detail that is to a man who lost a loved one to 
wrong." AIDS? •Tm sorry'~ That would 
We went througll it, line by,. seem almost ignorant 
Jine •. word by~ word.. :.2..:· · · ·;. · With every bit of comage I 
I sat down, once again, at my could muster up, I expressed my 
blank computer screen and started condolences to Mark. 
from scratch. My printer regurgi- "And under the circum-
tated what was to become the final stances," he continued, "I'd rather 
draft. It was finally fmished, and you wouldn't publishing the ar-
as close to perfection as I will tiel e." 
probably never achieve. I hesitated for a moment as my 
Nearly one month after its' due heart sank to the pit of my stom-
date, I hurried to the communica- ach. I thanked him for his time 
tions department to tum it in. and his patience as well. 
The whole thingwaso.\ter. Or Before we. said good·bye I 
so I had thought. asked him if Steven had had the 
Yes, I received the "A" I had chance to read the article. 
so hoped for. But somehow, I "No," he said. "At that point, 
needed more. Unconsciously I hewasn'tinanyconditiontoread. 
felt that if I were to go beyond And ifl had read it to him, I don't 
what was expected or required, if think it would have made any 
I were to really learn something, difference." 
and in the end still get the" A" that I wanted to cry. And I did. 
magically, the pain in Steven's Everyone around me became tar-
life would end. He would be mi- gets of my anger. I wanted some-
raculously cured and my story one to blame. I needed someone 
would have the happiest of end- to blame. 
ings. All of my hard work went to 
The ending turned out to be waste. It was reduced to the grade 
quite different on my paper. That was it. This 
man • s life was reduced to an "A". 
I sit here, and next to me lies a 
copy of the article I was so proud 
to be able to share with you. Not 
just the story of a man. Not just a 
story of a man with AIDS. Not 
just a story. Unfortunately, the 
story of Steven will get no farther 
than to the eyes it has already 
reached. No one can ever under-
stand and experienceS teven Cane 
Lhe way I did. 
So now I am in the same posi-
tion 1 was in a few months ago. I 
sit here with a blank screen, hop-
ing to produce something that will 
compare to what I had intended 
for you to read. 
But this time it is not about an 
AIDSpatient,oradyingman. It's 
about the struggle of one girl 
against a world of prejudice and 
discrimination. It's about the 
struggle of one journalist to write 
what cannot be told. 
I think of Steven Cane often. 
When I picture him in my mind, I 
remember how he would become 
distracted by the colorful fall 
weather and stare out the window. 
I remember his voice and his 
smile; his courage, and his endur-
ance. 
And though I could see the 
pain of a dying man in his eyes, 
now when I see him, the pain is 
gone. And once in a while, I pick 
up that article I spent months to 
write, and read it again. And the 
reasons why I did what I did flood 
back into my mind. 
Not to get a good grade. Not to 
publish an article. But rather to 
experience life and death in the 
same instance. And to learn that 
sometimes the two.are almost in-
separable. 
This was not the story I had 
intended to tell. But it is the story 
I need you to know. 
STAllS IT 
5PI11LCUISII 
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Latest JCU drama and director set precedent 
Mike Halkovlch 
Asst. Entertainment Editcx 
The Diviners, the newest John 
Carroll drama production, will 
have a unique feature- a student 
making his directing debut. 
"I have to see that it all gets 
done," explained Jim Parker, di-
rector of The Diviners, the most 
recent John Carroll theater pro-
duction. 
"This basically is what I have 
been working for since freshman 
year," said Parker. 
The Diviners is set in a mythi-
cal small town in Indiana with a 
populationof40. Theplotfeatures 
a mentally disturbed boy, and how 
he deals with his unusual sur-
roundings. Since his mother's 
death,hehasbeenscaredofwater. 
Former preacher C.C. Showers 
helps the boy overcome his fear. 
"The play centers on people 
growing together," said the direc-
tor. 
Directing The Diviners "has 
been an incredible learning expe-
rience .. for Parker. 
"I want it to be as professional 
as possible." 
Through hls directing position, 
Parker has inherited many addi-
tional duties. He also has worked 
closely with the box office, 
handled publicizing the play and 
has completed all the costuming 
with the stage manager's help. 
"There have been a lot of time 
conflicts," added Parker. 
"Rehearsals have been going 
very well, and there have been no 
problems to speak of," said the 
debut director. "The cast has the 
passion for the characters they are 
portraying. They are a hard 
working and wonderful cast" 
From St. Louis, Parker is a 
senior, majoring in communica-
tions and minoring in math. He 
previously performed in The Fid-
dler on the Roof and Baby musi-
cals. 
Parker has also developed an 
interest in video production. Re-
cently, he filmed the John Carroll 
campus and compiled a 
videography from the footage. 
This interest in film has influ-
enced a desire to make movies as 
well as direct plays. 
"I love movies," said Parker. 
Among his favorites are intense 
dramas with credible acting. 
Parker admires the work of 
Nick Nolte, Alan Richman, Danny 
DeVito and Anthony Hopkins 
among others in the Hollywood 
and Broadway scene. 
As a vital asset to the JCU 
drama department, Parker plans 
to continue working in the drama 
department. 
•The Diviners will be per-
formed in the Marinello Lillie 
Theam~ on February 13, 14, 15, 
20, 21 and 22 at 8 p.m. 
the 
JVINERS 
At Play in the Fields \~'~rks cinematic wonders 
Joe Parks 
Entertainment Writer 
I ' veheard people complain that 
three hours is just plain too long to 
sit in a warm, comfy chair with a 
bunch of friends, watching the 
latest Hollywood masterpiece, 
which now costs at least six dol-
. . 
movie review 
Iars in most fmer (and even some 
less fme) cinemas. It's always 
been my desire, on the other hand, 
to get the most for my money. 
And, in watching Hector 
Babenco's latest re lease, At Play 
in the Fields of the Lord, I believe 
I got at least six dollars of viewing 
pleasure-and then some. 
I sat watching the coming at-
tractions, not knowing what to 
expect from the main feature, ex-
cept, of course, the full frontal 
nudity scene with Tom Berringer 
I had been told about beforehand. 
I couldn't wait 
'1be ields of &he Lord; ' as it 
turns out, are somewhere in the 
tropical rain forests of the Ama-
zon. The term 'The Lord" is a 
little confusing, though, in that the 
movie describes the lifestyles of 
at least three separate religions-
Protestantism, Catholicism, and 
the religion of the Amazon Indi-
ans. This grows less confusing as 
the film moves on, however-as 
the characters themselves discover 
who The Lord is, and isn't 
Two bombadiers (Tom 
Berringer and Tom Waits) land 
their plane in a small Amazonian 
village in order to refuel. Their 
passports are taken by the wel-
coming committee of the local 
police. Each is then forced to 
answer moral questions from 
within. Waits' character appar-
Rent a Full-~_,eatured 
Cellular Phone 
for only 
$4.95 per 111onth 
~_,or details call 
Peter at 371-8631 
ently has few or no morals, as he 
indulges in the available sins of 
the flesh around him, and acceptS 
an offer to blow il'p1ll1 Indian vil-
lage in exchange for the return of 
his plane. Berringer's character, 
on the other hand, seems to have 
trouble finding answers concern-
ing his religion. He even tries to 
immerse himself in the lifestyle of 
the Indian village, to some degree 
of success (and failure). 
The fUm raises as many deep 
theological questions as it an-
swers. Still, Babenco appeals to 
the non-intellectual side of the 
viewer. A plane almost crashes 
into a waterfall taller than Niagara. 
Amazing Amazon sunsets and-
Study In 
London., 
England 
rises abound. Tom Berringer and 
Darryl Hannah get " intimate." 
John Lithgow docs a great Jim 
Baklcer imitation. And-oh joy-
Kathy Bates (Misery) hasher own 
little flesh-bearing "monologue." 
Of course, taste is the touchstone 
of the work. 
Ironically, the film questions 
the taste, or judgement, of each of 
its characters. What does give 
missionaries, as Quinn asks of 
Lithgow, the right to impose their 
religions upon the "uncivilized" 
peoples of the world? How far 
should religious zeal allow people 
to go? If these questions are not 
anwered by Fields,theyareatleast 
very well addressed. 
If Babenco was trying to pro-
duce a work comparable to Roland 
Joffe's The Mis.\&On. \hen he suc-
ceeded. Both have mastered the 
dramatic use of the waterfall Both, 
as far as I can tell, perfectly por-
trayed the lifestyle of the Amazo-
nian Indians. Both have skillfully 
brought the indescribable mag-
nificence of nature to the big 
screen. 
The body count is low. Mo-
rality is high. I doubt a video 
game will ever be made of At Play 
in the Fields of the Lord, and yet, 
I liked it. Indeed, six bucks well 
spent 
•At Play now playing at the 
Colony movie theater. 
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Cleveland band makes recording debut 
John CaUohal 
Entertainment Wrlter 
Rising local club band Mr. Sensible re-
cently made its long playing debut with the 
album, Wild Atmosphere. 
Generating an eclectic sound lead vo-
calist and John Carroll graduate Shannon 
Carey describes as "Oingo Boingo meets 
the Talking Heads," Mr. Sensible provides 
an entertaining diversion for Cleveland rock 
enthusiasts. 
Mr. Sensible, a pleasant mix of reggae, 
jazz, salsa. and pop rock, was founded in 
1988 by area musicians Frank Musarra 
(drums, vocals) and Mark David (vocals, 
guitar}. 
Carey says each of the band's seven 
members "all played an equal part" in re-
cording the songs that comprise Wild At-
mosphere. 
The album's musical highlights arrive 
in the form of the reggae-influenced songs. 
"What I'm Here For," "Mayan Girls," and 
"Mr. Sensible" deliver light, dancible songs 
best heard on a late night dance floor. 
Mr. Sensible's greatest asset may be its 
outstanding horn section. Featuring Joe 
Miller, "Wild Atmosphere" possesses 
plenty of "the horn man of Cleveland's" 
exciting horn charges. 
Vocalist Carey says of the band, "Just 
when you figure us out, we'll change our 
style." True on Wild Atmosphere, Mr. 
Sensible find an infectious salsa groove on 
RESERVE OFFICERS' TRAiliNG CORPS 
START YOOR CUMB 
TO CAREER SUCDSS THIS SUMMER. 
Apply for Army ROTC summer leader-
ship training. You'll develop confidence 
and decisiveness essential for success. 
And you '11 qualify to earn officer credentials 
while completing college. 
i 
ARMYROTt 
TWO-YEll PROGRAM 
m SIIU1EST cow:GE 
COUISE YOU W TilE. 
For more information 
Call CPT Holloway at 397-4421 
"Ser. 1riaa" and "California," but turns to 
funk on ""Everything" and the album's 
title track. 
As for capturing Mr. 
Sensible's live club 
presence, "Wild Atmo-
' sphere" is Jacking. The !H""'~H~~!>-.:"I CJarity Of digilaJ StUdiO 
sound sacrifices the en-
ergy that annually makes 
Mr. Sensible among the 
best acts of the premiere local musical event 
of the summer, the Free Clinic's "Rockin' 
Reggae Festival." 
If you are looking for strong lyrical 
quality in "Wild Atmosphere," keep on 
searching. It is the rhythm and melody that 
carry this local Cleveland's bands ftrst re-
cording. 
Akin to local lalents First Light and 
Oroboros, Mr. Sensible frequents locales-
tablishments, such as the Euclid Tavern 
and Peabody's Cafe. Mr. Sensible will be 
performing at the Bank Street Cafe on Fri-
day, February 20 and at Peabody's Cafe on 
Saturday. February 21. 
In a phrase, the Mr. Sensible experience 
as recorded on this, their newest and fltSt 
release, may be masterfully stated in the 
poignant lyrics of their opening track, 
"Come Clean." 
Indeed, this local band has done an ad-
mirable job of assimilating the sounds of 
today's most popular grooves and riffs while 
creating a unique sound of their own. 
And even though the "Mr. Sensible ex-
perience" is better enjoyed live, the album 
is but the first in what could be a number of 
releases for this up-and-coming octet. 
With the modern music revolution on 
the upswing, this Cleveland band has a 
definite shot 
For now, it relies too much on ridiculous 
lyrics to sustain itself on non-live record-
~- Neverthel~. if it's upbeallive ~(X­
. manee, vitality and honest rock 'n roll 
muscle you're looking for, Mr. Sensible 
might just be the band for you. 
Peabody's Cafe presents 
MUG NIGHT 
every Monday & Thursday 
Bring your own mug and we'll fill it cheap!! 
(Your mug must have handles) 
EA~f+ide Mu+it {,lu~ ~ 
Cmter a/ ~' .nJ So. Oaylor-CleW.Oits. 
24 hr. rio-line 321-4072 
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Love for children leads to job as lunch monitor 
Meghan Gourley 
Asslstant Campus Ute Edt or 
His st.ocky build and partially 
shaved head give you the impres-
sion that he is not one you'd want 
to meet in a dark alley. You'd 
probably be expecting him to crush 
beer cans on his forehead at par-
ties, in addition to belching and 
scratching himself in public. But 
under his rough exterior, Matt 
Francis is far from the stereotypi-
cal jock. 
A sophomore majoring in el-
ementary education, Francis has 
grown to love children. Being the 
only boy raised in the middle of 
four sisters, he has always dreamed 
of having a little brother. 
"I always wanted someone to 
look up to, or someone to look up 
to me," said Francis. 
Though planning a career in-
volving children, Francis is get-
ting some experience before he 
graduates. Each afternoon he 
serves as a lunch monitor at Gesu. 
He began last semester when he 
heard of the job opening through 
his sister who teaches there. 
In addition to talking and inter-
acting with them, "I make sure that 
the kids don't throw things," said 
Francis. 
_ At first Francis felt that .the 
kids were intimidated by his 
"haircut and strong build." But 
now the students have become 
comfortable and look forward to 
seeing him each day. 
"I think they know now that I 
couldn't hurt anybody if I tried," 
he said. 
As with most people, Francis 
has a front he puts up for protec-
tion, and in his case, it happens to 
be that of the typical jock. 
In deciding a major, Francis 
hopes to teach all black children 
somewhere between kindergarten 
and third grade. 
"I really want to teach in an 
environment where the minority 
is the majority," said Francis. 
Francis expressed his concern 
for the young black children who 
growupprimarilyinasingleparent 
household. 
"I feel that I am needed most in 
this area because very few of those 
kids have a father figure, and they 
need one," said Francis. 
Though anticipating a large 
family some day, Francis isn't 
worrying about it too soon. 
"I want as many kids as I can 
afford," he said. 
The only condition is that his 
children be all male, with just one 
girl. Francis does not look forward 
to dealing with the "sex thing" 
wiili.a daughter. 
On a more serious note, Francis 
addresses an issue that many col-
.,._ br a.-diG Soallla 
Sophomore Matt Francis urges students to live each day to its 
fullest. "It may be your last." 
lege students, if not all, must face 
at some point in their lives: drink-
ing. 
Matt Francis does not drink; 
that's a fact It did not take an 
alcohol related crash or even a 
hellish night of "praying to the 
porcelain god." Rather, a concern 
for his future and weU-being kept 
him from ever taking the ftrst sip. 
He recalls pictures of his late 
grandfather: 
"There was never a time when 
hc..wasn'Lho)ding.a.bou.lc or can-
of beer," said Francis. 
His grandfather's and uncle's 
addictions to alcohol have made 
him wary of drinking. 
"I feel alcoholism is hereditary, 
and I don' t even want to chance 
getting involved in it." be said. 
In his spare time, Francis en-
joys playing all kinds of sports. 
Though an injury kept him from 
playing football his freshman year 
at Carroll, he rejoined the team 
last semester. 
Being an athlete, Francis ap-
preciates the outdoors and hopes 
10 live somewhere such as Alaska 
with his family someday. 
Francis anticipates bettering his 
knowledge of children by earning 
a master's degree in counseling or 
psychology. 
One wouldn't think by the ap-
pearance of this young man that 
he is worthy of giving advice; 
quite the contrary. As young col-
lege students, Francis expresses 
that most people think that they 
are immortal - that they'll live 
forever. 
Francis disagrees eagerly, 
saying, "Lifeisn'talwaysa bed of 
roses; sometimes you get a thorn 
in the ass." 
And though we have heard it a 
thousand times, he urges us 10 live 
each day to ..~'le fullest "It may be 
your last" 
Trying to fmd some profound 
wordsofwisdom,Franciscallson 
singer Cat Stevens' popular words: 
"Take your time, think a lot. 
think of everything you've got. 
For you may be here tomorrow, 
bu~ your dreams may not." 
What does that mean to Mau 
Francis? 
"It's life, it's reality," he said. 
He leans back in his chair as he 
stretches his bulging arms above 
his head. It's hard to imagine that 
those enormous hands reach out 
to help dozens of children every-
day. Every once in a while, when 
Mau Francis lets down his guard, 
somewhere, he lets a liu.lechild in. 
Passion for history shows in Robson's research, classes 
Kristin Kunzman 
Profiles Writer 
It is important to take a class 
with a professor who is an expen 
in his field. It is exciting to take a 
class with a professor who has a 
passion for the material. 
It is a pleasure to find both 
qualites in one professor. History 
professor Dr. David Robson is a 
John CarroU University treasure. 
Born and raised in Miami, 
Florida, Robson received his un-
dergraduate degree in history from 
the University of Florida. It was 
here that he discovered his love 
for American history. This inter-
est was also the focus of his gradu-
ate work at Yale. 
After a variety of teaching ex-
periences ranging from St. Mary's 
University in Nova Scotia. Canada 
to the University of Wyoming, 
Robson found his way to JCU 
eight years ago. 
Having taught at both large 
universities and liberal arts col-
leges, Robson explained that he 
prefers the small college atmo-
sphere that exists here at JCU. 
"Especially in these times of 
economic difficulty our students 
wiU be rewarded for getting a lib-
.,.._, br Dnadio s.:.n. 
Dr. David Robson, "If I couldn't be doing what I am now, I would 
have liked to have been a race car driver." 
era1 arts educatio1_1," Robson said. 
"This well-rounded education will 
make all the difference." 
Moving to Cleveland was also 
a practical decision for Robson. 
His research on early American 
history was difficult to conduct 
from Wyoming. Being closer to 
the colonial frontier allows him to 
be closer to his research material. 
There is a passion in Robson's 
voice when be discusses his re-
search. Currently he is exploring 
the career of Charles Nisbet, who 
was the first president of 
Dickenson College in Pennsylva-
nia. 
Nisbet came to America from 
Scotland with the hope of embrac-
ing the revolutionary principles 
and spreading them to his stu-
dents., but when he arrived he hated 
America 
"I think we need to know about 
the people fa- whom the revolu-
tion did not work," Robson ex-
plained. 
"I hope to make a contribution 
by telling about a forgotten 
people." 
Robson is making a tremen-
douscontribution in the classroom 
as well. He teaches upper division 
history courses in colonial and 
revolutionary America. He also 
offers a course on American Con-
stitutional history. 
Robson's courses acquaint 
students with a world that does not 
exist anymore, but be also incor-
porates its significance in the 
modem world. 
Hisconstitutional history class, 
for example, focuses on the in-
teraction between constitutional 
interpretation and the rules that 
govern our world today. 
Robson also teaches a method-
ology course required for all his-
tory majors. His students learn 
much more than dates and battles. 
"Twenty years from now I ex-
peel that a history student will be 
able to read an account of any 
event and make an intelligent 
analysis," Robson said. 
Robson can never be accused 
of living in the past regarding his 
personal life. His passion that 
exists outside the classroom is 
sports cars. In fact, he owned his 
own Ferrari and has had track ex-
perience. 
"If I couldn't be doing what I 
am now, I would have liked to 
have been a race car driver or a 
sports announcer," Robson ex-
plained. 
His broad interests do not end 
there. He also appreciates classi-
cal music and the theatre, and is an 
avid tennis player. 
Charles Nisbet lost his passion 
for American principles, but the 
passion of Dr. David Robson is 
evident in every aspect of his life 
and benefilS every student who 
enters his classroom. 
~-
--
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Women cagers 
now 16-6 with win 
over Mount Union 
Streaks fall to ONU in squeaker, 55-54 
lana Durban 
Sports Writer 
The John Carroll University 
women's basketball team set their 
postseason destiny in motion by 
defeating Mount Union College 
66-45 Tuesday night. 
The Blue Streaks, now 16-6 
overall, 10-5 in the OAC, must 
win their remaining three games 
to enstu"e a home court advantage 
in the quarterfinal round of the 
OAC ToumamenL 
Losing just one or two games 
could mean that JCU would have 
to travel in the fust round. 
"Capital played well, but our 
minds were not on the game." 
In an unusual move, Allen 
gave the team a day off after the 
Capital loss to regroup and get 
some much needed rest. 
"The day off helped, because 
the team came in Thursday with a 
good attitude," Allen said. "Afte.r 
two good practices, we were defi-
nitely ready to play Saturday." 
JCU posted a hard fought 78-
74 victory over Ohio Northern 
Saturday. With a 40-30 lead at 
halftime, the Streaks appeared to 
be in control. However, Ohio 
Northern came back to take a 59-
57 lead with 6:42 remaining in the 
game. 
Brennan M. lafferty 
Asst Sports edtor 
For the Blue Strealcs men's 
basketball team, the 1991-92 sea-
son has been one of ups and downs, 
ins and outs. 
The Streaks came within inches 
of victory last Saturday in Ada, 
Oh1o when sophomore guard John 
Bufford'sjumpshotrattJedaround 
and then out of the rim, as Carroll 
fell to Ohio Northern University, 
55-54. 
But for Carroll, (9-12, 3-10 in 
the OAC), another close loss 
should not severely affect the 
squad. 
"We have rebounded all year 
against adversity," said head coach 
Tim Baab. "Our team has a great 
attitude. I'm not worried." 
Keeping the Streaks close 
against ONU was the outstanding 
play of Bufford and senior for-
ward Mike Toth. Each player 
contributed 12 points. 
Freshman guard Levell Hall 
canned two three-pointers with 
minutes to play to put Bufford in 
position to shoot the potenlial 
game winner. 
This past Wednesday when the 
Capital Crusaders came calling to 
Carroll Gym, the Strealcs enjoyed 
a happy ending for a change. 
With practically the same sce-
nario as the ONU game, Carroll 
down by two with seconds to play, 
Bufford asked for the shot and this 
time, delivered. After a time-out, 
Bufford sank a ten-foot bank shot 
which sent the gameimoovertirne. 
Bufford then scored the only 
points in ovenime to lead John 
Carroll in a suprising win over the 
Crusaders, 58-55. 
Bufford ended the game with 
31 tallies, while Toth cleaned the 
glass for 12 boards. 
The Streaks, after playing 
Mount Union on Wednesday, now 
focus their auention on the Stu-
dent Princes of Heidelberg Col-
lege. 
Heidelberg ( 11 -10, 8-6 in the 
OAC) defeated Carroll earlier this 
year 79-73. This time Carroll 
hopes to contam Troy DiFranco 
who lit up the scoreboard for 28 in 
the earlier meeting. 
"He (DiFranco) was uncon-
scious that night," said Baab. 
"We'll just try to stay with him 
and force rum to take bad shots." 
As a team, though, Heidelberg 
has not been playing well of late, 
having lost four of its last six 
games. The Streaks hope to take 
advantage of that fact and travel 
back to Carroll one win closer to 
.500. 
Capital University {13-1) is 
headed for the Conference titJe, 
and with one more victory they 
will clinch the home court advan-
tage throughout the playoffs. 
Muskingum College (10-4) IS 
in second, followed by JCU, Hiram 
(8-6), and Heidelberg (7-7). 
Sophomore Michelle Bielozer, 
freshman Darlene Sheehan, and 
senior Juliana Klocek then com-
bined for 15 of JCU's final 21 
points to wrap up the four point 
victory. 
JCU indoor runners improve 
Head Coach Roxanne Allen is 
pleased with the Streaks' posjtion 
in the OAC race, but she is also 
stressing the importance of play-
ing three strong games to closeout 
the regular season. 
'"One of our hort term goals 
was to be in the top four of the 
conference," Allen said. "Right 
now we're third, and we want to 
stay there." 
Suffering their worst defeat of 
the season against Capital last 
Thesday 82-49, the Blue Streaks 
have regained their composure 
with two strong victories. 
"The Capital game was by far 
our poorest effort," Allen said. 
By defeating Mount Union, the 
Strcalcs overcame the toughest 
defense in the OAC and beat a 
team that had only lost one game 
at home this season. 
The Blue Streaks now Joolc to 
another important game this Sat-
urday against Heidelberg. This 
game will mark senior Juliana 
Klocek's 100th game. She will 
become the first player in John 
Carroll women's basketball his-
tory to accomplish this feat. 
In the game itself,JCU is look-
ing to avenge a 79-77 overtime 
loss to Heidelberg on January 18 
and maintain their position. 
sports schedule 
Feb. 14 men's and women's track vs. Baldwin-WaUace, (A) 
wrestling vs. Findlay, (H) at S p.m. 
15 women's basketball vs. Heidelberg, (H) at 2 p.m. 
men's basketball vs. Heidelberg, (A) at TBA 
18 women's basketball vs. Hiram, (A) at 7:30 p.m. 
Don Stecz 
Sports Wrtter 
The men's and women's in-
door track teams continued to show 
improvement as they traveled to 
Ohio Northern University this 
past weekend, where they com-
peted in the tieWKing-Horn ath-· 
letic facility. 
"It's just an outstanding new 
facility," said women's coach 
Grove JeweLL 
Besides Ohio Northern, the 
Streaks faced Muskingum, Hei-
delburg, and Bluffton. 
Team scores for the men's 
meet were kept between Ohio 
Northern (95), Muskingum (38), 
and JCU (37). 
"I was really impressed with 
the guys' team; they had some 
outstanding performances," said 
JeweLL 
Junior Matt Nortz had an ex-
cellentday,qualifyingfortheOAC 
tournament in the 1,500-m (4.12) 
and the 500-m (1.08.88). 
"Other teams have a jump on 
us because of their facilities, but 
Mayfield & Warrensville 
LATE Mon-Thurs 'til 2 am 
I FREE 6" I I 50~ : 6. ITALIAN : MEATBALL. 
I 't SUB! ISAUSAGESUBI 6" SUB! I 
I QFF Wlthpurchoseof 1 $ 1 $ I 1 1 onyfootlong(of I 1 99 1 99 I 
I Any foot long sub I equal/lesser value) • I • I I I & a 22oz drink I I I 
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our team's improving consider-
ably," said Nortz. "Right now we 
are a growing team, and we have 
the potential to be better than we 
were last season." 
Senior Jim MacGillis also 
qualified for the 500-m race after 
placing first in the event with a 
time0f1.08.57. 
Senior Lee Horvath qualified 
for the tournament after winning 
the 55-m high hurdles with a time 
of8.25. 
Brian Holbrock, a sophomore, 
qualified in the 400-m open race 
with a time of 54.33. 
"The 4x400-m relay team ran 
well, and we should be one of the 
top teams in the conference," said 
men's coach Don Stupica. 
The top time in the conference 
for the 4x400-m relay was a 3.34 
by ML Union, while the team of 
MacGillis, Rich Able, Brian 
Holbrock,andNortzfirushedwith 
a time of 3.35. 
"Overall it was a good day for 
us, our performance increased," 
said Stupica. 
The women's team performed 
just as well. 
"We improved in every place 
but three from the week before," 
said Jeweu. 
Scores for the women's meet 
went as follows: Ohio Northern 
88, Muskingum 32, and JCU 27. 
Freshman Danielle Sluga bad a 
busy day,qualifyingforthe 1500-
m (5.04.96) and 800-m (2.30.84) 
races. Sluga improved her 1500-
m time by 10 seconds. 
Other OAC qualifiers for the 
women include Lisa Bollheirner 
(long jump), Lauri Kransteuber 
{high jump), Lauren Colaizzi 
(1,000-m), and Beth Kramer and 
Joanna T omazic both qualified for 
the 3,200-m race. 
The women's 4x400-m relay 
team of Kransteuber, Tish 
Rozewslci, Sluga, and Colaizzi 
improved by 15 seconds, finish-
ing with a time of 4.28.7. 
The track teams will face 
Baldwin-Wallace, Case Western 
Reserve, and Hiram at Baldwin-
Wallace on Friday for the Cleve-
land College Meet. 
ATTENTION SENIORS 
MANDATORY MEETING FOR 
ALL SENIORS GOING ON 
SENIOR WEEK TRIP 
BRING DEPOSIT MONEY 
MONDAY, FEBRUARY 17, 1992 
9:30P.M. 
JARDINE ROOM 
v 
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'-CROSS 
I Mr. Grlfln 
5 Stor .. 
I 0 Mantlaclured 
14 Ancient Arcadian c/ly 
15 llltal organ 
16 Bard' a rt.er 
1 T Scoalsh 1tlbe 
18 Succeeding 
1 g Nrlalrl ttv9r 
20 /olwt Sillp __ 
22 RmW cl Botwvd 
24 Paycltt 
251$1tol_ 
26 Adora plallonn 
29 ChineM-
30 RellQioua lmlgea 
34 Onlre 
35 Pronow1 
38 HavWig a vlllw 
31 Ml. Amln 
38 Ci~tl'flll_cl/fllllily 
40- _lltly 
41 John : Ex 
hMd "Riid'ir 
43 Nelle 
.... Jim c:Oiiii8rat tlrrws 
45 Slumber 
4e Shortened female 
47 ' Ptompttlrl 
48 Racl$1, eg 
50 Clgenaa:Sieng 
51 __ NGIUf 
54 NDMI ct 1Anwlts 
38 Pig pen 
38 8rownl&h gray 
39 Aud~lngual meU\. 
42 Ollir. Lwte ~ 
.... ~ 
46 Slocontenta 
47 Intel!~ agey; 
411 Gram's aldaltlck 
50 Spolleaa 
51 001 .. 
52 Pub projectle 
53 leafy "'tQ&tablt 
54 North Amlrbn Indian 
trtba 
~PhOne part 
58Yalea1Utml 
57 Flel ol 
eo Soltn'WIIylic poem Answers to: 
"DR. SEUSS" 
classifieds 
FREE TRAVEL, CASH, AND FAST FUNDRAISING 
EXCELLENT BUSINESS PROGRAM Fraternities, sororities, 
EXPERIENCE!! Openings student clubs. Earn up to $1000 in 
available for individuals or student one week. PlusreceiveaSlOOObonus 
organizations to promote thecountry's yourself. And a FREE WATCH just 
most successful SPRING BREAK for calling 1-800-932-0528 ext 65. 
tours. Call Inter-Campus Programs ~-----------1 
atl-800-327-6013 SPRING BREAK TO FLORIDA 
1------------i BEACHES FUN IN THE SUN,'4/ 
FREE SPRING BREAK TRIPS to Rm. prices. Daytona $139, Panama 
students or student organizations City $129 Kitch, Wtrfrt & Trans 
promoting our Spring Break Ava.ilalbe. Call Michelle a1 371-
packages. Good pay & fun. Call 9155. CMl at 1800-423-5263. 
CMI 1-800-423-5264 
1------------t Joe- Can I yawn in your ear tonight? 
EXTRA INCOME '92 Earn $200- Love, me. 
$500 weekly mailing 1992 travell- ----------1 
brochures. For more information send LL, You're the best picture taper ever. 
a self-addressed stamped envelope Sorry for the late thanks. ll. 
to: ATW Travel, P.O. Box 430780, 
Miami, FL 33143 TO THE ONE I LOVE. On 
I-----------; Valentine's Day, 1992- For loving 
PANAMA CITY SpringBreak$216 and caring, For giving and for caring, 
with transportation, $129 without For giving and sharing, I want you, 
transportation. Cal1Michelleat371- For making me laugh, When I feel 
9155 or Matt at 397-5248. like crying, Forlistening when I feel 
t-------------1 like talking, I need you, For cuddling 
Earn $10.50/hr. part-time/flexible 
ho\.IJ's in sales. University Heights 
Area. Call201-408-5558. 
and for playing, For being patient and 
understanding, For giving me 
someone and something to believe 
1-- ----------l in. I love you. To Danni with all my 
Rent a full-featured cellular phone love, Tom. 
for only $4.95 per month. For more 1------------1 
information call Peter at 371-8631 For Sale: '83 Audi 5000 Turbo, grey 
1------------lw/new transmission, turbo, and 
Math & Statistics tutoring; all levels; radiator, high mileage, souther car, 
David 691-0812, anytime. full power and phone. Must sell 
• ~1'i00. C'all 1Q7~'i2R1 
JOHN&CAROL 
YtA G.D 
e1~ wt-
tfr'i 
11f~ 17J£. 
£xpaMIDf\ ~ 
it\a,t Wet" t.) ~ 
C~off 
~pl.~~ 
~ .. ~,~ he-t\~r 
+c, de> 1 ~"' 
.. .. Act of~ 
o:f thl~~. 
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MAY5E 
NOT. 
have you heard this one? 
Some Cheesy Valentine Poems 
You are the flower In my garden. 
You are the pit In my avacado. 
You are the ink in my pen. 
You are the gum on my soul. 
You are the cucumber. I am the 
salad shooter. 
We are like the two legs of· 
the same pair of pants. 
We are like the nostrils of 
the saine nose. 
We are like two lobes of 
the same brain. 
We are like two cups on 
the same brassiere. 
-
-
--.. 
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Sports quiz answers 
1. The Stn:Us' football MVP 
was junior Willie Beers. 
STREAKS ot the week Wrestlers face 
Findlay and Ashland 2.Ye~, lhe men's soccer team won lbe OAC Championship tying 
for first with Hiram. 
3 .Karea D'Ange lo, Milce 
Kadlub, Bonnie MacDougall, ... 
4.Pablo Rame ri1. won OAC 
Men's Soccer Player of lhe Year. 
S.The volleyball team defeated 
Spring Arbor. 
6. The women's cross counLry 
<Xl6Ch Grove Jewett was lhe OAC 
Coach of lhe Year. 
7.Willie Beers had 1,362 yard$. 
S.The six names added to lhe 
JCU Athletic Hall of Fame include 
Rita Braun, Bob Fil28erald, Vince 
Glorioso, Bob Kilfoyle, Dan 
Mormile, and Dan Steiancin. 
9.Runner Healher Peltier was 
placed on lhe HTE/CoSIDA Aca· 
demic All-DistriCt 4 women's at-
large team. 
lO.TomMillcavich wasnamed 
assistant wrestling coach. 
ll.Forward DanielleSiuga and 
defender Kacey Compisi we re 
named to the second Ali-OAC 
women's soccer team. 
Joe Turi 
Soph. J oe Turi 
became the first J CU 
sWimmer to earn a 
trip to NCAA III 
Championships. He 
swam the 100-yd. 
breast stroke in :59.36. 
OAC Championships onlv two weeks away 
Ashley Maurer 
Freshman Ashley 
Maurer set a Carroll 
women's record in the 
400 IM. She was timed 
at 5:0 1.70 on Saturday 
in John Carroll's 
Johnson Natatorium. 
Julie Evans 
Sports Edtor 
The John Carroll wrestlers took 
a 15-day break and emerge pre-
pared to baule the University of 
Findlay and Ashland University 
in a triple dual !his weekend. The 
Streaks begin !heir battle at home 
at 5 p.m. Friday. 
While some may fear lhe break 
will disrupt the Blue Stteaks' 13 
match winning stteak, head coach 
Kerry Volkmann believes that the 
break will help ralher than hurt the 
Streaks. 
"We needed to heal the 
scratches and bruises," said 
Volkmann. "We'vebeenkeeping 
ahecticschedulelately,and !hat's 
fine. But heading into !he confer-
Swimmers beat three foes in three days 
Jim Cahill 
Sports Writer 
Last weekend's swim meets 
began wilh sophomore Joe Turi 
qualifying for the NCAA national 
meet After much anticipation by 
his teammates and coaches, Turi 
qualified in the 100breastat59.36. 
"It feels really good to qualify 
for nationals," said Turi. "Right 
now I just want to concenttate on 
the OAC's in two weeks." 
Anolher varsity record also fell 
this week when freshman Ashley 
Maurer swam a 5:01.70 Saturday 
to seta new women's record in the 
400IM. 
"Joe (Turi) and Ashley 
(Maurer) were !he highlights for 
us this weekend." said coach Matt 
Lenhart. "Times should drop a lot 
after we taper and I anticipate 
erasing records on the board at !he 
OAC's." 
The men and women started 
their weekend by traveling to Buf-
faloon Thursday. The women won 
handily 130-86 with everyone 
contributing to the victory. 
Placing first for the women 
were juniors Julie Bork and Bonnie 
MacDougall, sophomore Marcy 
Mulbarger, and freshman Maria 
MontaJbano (200 medley relay), 
Maurer (500, 1000 free), 
Mulbarger (200 IM, 100 breast), 
sophomore Lisa Lombardi ( 1-and 
3- meter board), MontaJbano (200 
free), and MacDougall (100 fly). 
"I'm excited for lhe confer-
ence championships, and a long 
reach goal is to qualify for na-
tionals," said Maurer. "My best 
chance (fornationals) is in the 400 
IM, but I think I have a chance to 
break the Carroll records in the 
ATTENTION: CINCINNATI 
AREA STUDENTS 
The 1992 xavier Summer Sessions Bulletin of Classes & 
Workshops Is now available. Undergraduate & graduate level 
courses offered in the areas of Arts & Sciences, Business, 
Education, Professional Studies & Social Sciences from 
May 18-August 14. For your copy 
call or write: 
X\VIEK 
I Summer sessions UNIVERSITY 3800 Victory Parkway Cincinnati, OH 45207·3123 513/745·3601 
Xavier Universily is an academic community commilled to equal opportunity for 
all persofiS regardless of age, sex, race, religion, handicap, or 110tio110l origin. 
500 free or the mileaftertapering." 
The men did not have it as 
easy, but were able to hold on for 
a 122-121 win.Helpingintheone 
point victory were several ftrsts 
turned in by: freshman Jim 
Petkunas (200 free, 100 fly), Turi 
(H50 breast, 200 1M), freshman 
Eric Rapp (100 back), Dan Galetti 
(1- and 3- meter boards), and lhe 
200 medley relay of Rapp, Turi, 
sophomore Dave O'Dell , and 
Petkunas. 
A big boost was given to !he 
team when the divers took first, 
second, and lhird on the 1- meter 
board. Galetti, and sophomore 
Sean Flaherty have scored well all 
season long and look to do !heir 
best at the OAC championships. 
"I'm having a ball and a great 
year, and I lhink !he whole team 
should do well at !he champion-
ships," said Galetti. "1 have to 
work my butt off in the next two 
weeksandtoneup. Mybestdiveis 
the 2 1/2 pike off of the three 
meter, but I have toconcent:rateon 
the twisters." 
In other action last weekend, 
the women and men scored easy 
wins over Ohio Northern on Fri-
day and Bethany on Saturday. 
"This past weekend was tiring 
but got us used to swimming three 
days in a row like we will do in the 
conference championships," said 
senior captain Susie Bresnahan. 
The swim teams are !he favor-
ite going into the conference 
championships after fmishing the 
OAC season wilh a 4-0 record. 
"B-W should be our toughest 
competition. but !he conference 
championships are always up-in-
the-air," said senior captain 
Kalhleen Lynch. 
The OAC Championships will 
be held at .John Carroll 's natato-
rium from Feb. 27 -29 from 11 am 
-7pm. 
"The swim team appreciates 
the support we have gotten this 
past year, and we hope that we 
will have .a big tum-out at the 
championships, since we will be 
in our home pool," said Turi. 
ANTIOCH XII 
April3 & 4 
Carrollodge 
Antioch is a retreat for college 
students by college students 
Sign up now in Campus Ministry 
(If you don't know about the Antioch Experience please 
ask someone who has made one or come to Campus 
Ministry for more information.) 
encemeets and nationals, we don't 
want to be anylhing less !han full 
strenglh." 
The Stteaks wrestled Findlay 
earlier !his season in lhe Ohio 
Northern Invitational. The Streaks 
won the team title while Findlay 
took second, 40 points back. 
Findlay is ranked tenth and is 12-
0 in dual meet competition. Dave 
Weilbacher, a two-time All-
American at 126, will provide 
tough competition for the Streaks. 
Weilbacher is joined by ten re-
turning starters, comprising a 
wrestling squad which placed 171h 
at !he national tournament 
The Streaks triumphed over 
Ashland during their last lhree 
meetings, winning 28-8 last sea-
son. Returning All-Americans 
Mark Savoia, 150 lbs., Paul 
Coffland, 167 lbs .• and Larry 
Kaufman, 190 lbs., and two-time 
national qualifter Herb Pinkney, 
134lbs., will not make it easy on 
the Streaks. Ashland finished last 
year 141h at the Division II na-
tional championships. 
Match-ups to watch: 
*junior Walt Karrenbauer vs. 
Weilbacher at 126Jbs. 
*junior Ken Cardaman vs. 
Savoia at 150 lbs. 
*sophomore Dale Kaprosy vs. 
Coffland at 167lbs. 
*senior Tim Bane vs. Kaufman 
at 190 lbs. 
Five senior wrestlers will be 
honored before lhe stan of the 
triple dual. Bane, 20-6-1, is hav-
ing his best season. He is a three 
time leuerwinner, 1990 OAC 
Champion and national qualifier, 
and has a career mark of 55-32-2. 
David Buckiso, three-time 
letterwinner, is a former All-
American and two-time national 
qualifier. His career record is 73-
26-1 and he finished this season 
23-8. Buckiso has served as cap-
tain of the team for the past two 
seasons. 
Dave McClafferty, 118 lbs., is 
a one-time leuerwinner with a 10-
8 record !his year and 14-17 career 
record. 
Dan Single has been the only 
heavyweight for three years and 
has wrestled 114 matches, more 
lhananyothermemberoftheteam. 
He is a one-time OAC champion 
and national quali fter, and a three-
time leuerwinner, and has a career 
record of61-52- l. 
Judd Smith, a transfer from 
Mount Union, won the OAC last 
year and a trip to nationals. He 
finished third and was John 
Carroll's only All-American. He 
has a 17-5 mark !his season, and a 
56-19-1 career record. 
